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Introduction
 Air interface technologies for 
rd
generation mo
bile radio systems
Compared to 
rd
generation 	G mobile radio systems especially to the successful Global
System for Mobile Communications 	GSM which is closely related to the urge for voice
communication anywhere anytime and with anyone HWB 
rd
generation 	G mobile
radio systems will oer multimedia services with high user data rates such as audiovideo
wireless email Web browsing ecommerce and so forth
 In order to support these ap
plications advanced air interface technologies are required
 Air interface technologies of
mobile radio systems are utilized to fulll the following tasks
 Generation of the transmission signals at the transmitter

 Transmission of the generated signals over the mobile radio channel

 Estimation of the transmitted signals at the receiver

In  the ve standards developing organizations of Europe the United States
Japan Korea and China have agreed to create the Third Generation Partnership Project
	GPP for the production of G mobile system specications with a view to harmonizing
proposals of the regional standardization bodies
 It is agreed by GPP G to use the
UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access 	UTRA and the evolved GSM network subsystem in the
UMTS core network
 According to HWB the key decisions of GPP on the standards
of radio and network technologies are the following
 Air interface technologies for 
rd
generation mobile radio systems 
 Use CDMA for UTRA

 Build the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network 	UTRAN on the Asynchronous
Transfer Mode 	ATM

 Reuse and enhance existing GSM network elements for the UMTS core network

UTRA consists of the two radio interface modes
 Frequency Division Duplex 	FDD and
 Time Division Duplex 	TDD
where UTRA FDD uses Wideband Code Division Multiple Access 	WCDMA and UTRA
TDD uses Time Division Code Division Multiple Access 	TDCDMA
 The FDD mode
with WCDMA is a pure CDMAbased system and requires paired frequency bands
whereas the TDD mode with TDCDMA is based on a combination of TDMA 	Time
Division Multiple Access and CDMA 	Code Division Multiple Access and is suited for
the application in unpaired frequency bands
 The parameters of these two transmission
modes have been so well harmonized that a common denition of the higher layers should
be possible G
 In UTRA the dierent service needs can be supported by a combi
nation of FDD and TDD
 The FDD mode is claimed to be advantageous for applications
in public macro and micro cell environments with high mobility whereas the TDD is
suitable for public micro and pico cell environments with high trac density Haa
 In
this thesis only the air interface TDCDMA is studied

The structure of the frame and time slot the latter termed also burst of TDCDMA
is shown in Fig
 
 Kle Ste Bla May Pap
 From the gure it is seen that
in each partial frequency band B and time slot there are K
s
burst signals i
e
 physical
channels each using a specic spreading code

The burst signal structure of TDCDMA is shown in Fig
 
 Kle Ste Bla
May Pap
 Each time slot of the physical channel k
s
 k
s
    K
s
 consists of two
data blocks a midamble and a guard interval
 Each data block of a TDMA burst signal
contains N data symbols and each symbol is spread by a specic CDMA code which is Q
chips long
 The midamble and the guard interval contain L
m
and L
g
chips respectively

It is also seen from Fig
 
 that for a xed modulation scheme and a xed channel
coding rate the minimal supportable user data rates in TDCDMA are achieved when
only a single time slot is assigned to the corresponding user within the TDMA frame
and within this time slot a single burst signal
 User data rates higher than the minimal
supportable user data rates can be supported by using the following approaches
 Air interface technologies for 
rd
generation mobile radio systems 
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 Burst signal structure of TDCDMA Kle Ste Bla May Pap

 Increasing the number of utilized time slots per user which is termed time slot
pooling


 Increasing the number of simultaneously utilized burst signals per user which is
termed CDMA code pooling and will be intensively studied in this thesis


 Combining the approaches  and 

The transmission quality of a mobile radio system is limited by the multiple access
interference 	MAI Lee
 Thanks to the TDMA component of TDCDMA rather few
 Adaptive transmit antennas in the downlink of mobile radio systems 
of user signals are simultaneously active
 Therefore TDCDMA easily lends itself to the
application of multiuser detection 	MUD or joint detection 	JD and of adaptive anten
nas
 JD by eliminating intracell MAI i
e
 the interference fromto other mobile stations
	MS served by the same base station 	BS considerably enhances system performance
Kle

Due to the reciprocity theorem in TDCDMA the channel impulse responses valid in
uplink and downlink are at least approximately the same because both links use the same
frequency band
 Consequently the channel impulse response estimates obtained at the
BS during uplink reception can be directly used for performing downlink beam forming

Therefore TDCDMA is as compared with WCDMA more suitable for utilizing adaptive
transmit antennas
 In the following section a brief introduction into the utilization of
adaptive transmit antennas in mobile radio systems is given

 Adaptive transmit antennas in the downlink of
mobile radio systems
Since on the one hand the number of subscribers to wireless services has enormously
increased in the last few years and on the other hand G mobile radio systems will have
to cope with multimedia services with high user data rates the need for new techniques to
improve spectrum utilization is important
 Spectrum has become expensive
 For instance
in the recent spectrum auction in Germany companies spent  billion DM on UMTS
licenses
 In order to get a reasonable return on investment the spectrum obtained through
the auction must be used as eciently as possible
 Therefore G mobile radio systems
should be designed with a view to achieving high spectrum eciency

One approach to a substantial capacity enhancement of G mobile radio systems is
the use of cell site adaptive antennas
 The investigations of using adaptive antennas for
mobile radio systems have been the subject of research activities in dierent research
groups over the world in the last few years to overcome the problem of limited available
bandwidth by increasing spectrum eciency Win SBEM AMVW BSa BSb
MO BA NPK FCB ZO Goda Godb LR SOY

 THGM GF
LCL Zet

In contrast to free space propagation in which there is only a direct path from the
transmitter to the receiver without attenuating objects and multipath reections the mo
bile radio channel is an unpredictable and dicult communications medium
 The main
 Adaptive transmit antennas in the downlink of mobile radio systems 
characteristics of the mobile radio channel are shadowing and multipath propagation

Shadowing is caused by obstacles blocking the transmission path and results in slow vari
ations of the powers of the received signals
 Therefore shadowing is also referred to as
slow fading Lee
 The variation of the received signal powers due to shadowing can
often be approximated by a lognormal distribution
 Multipath propagation arises from
scattering by buildings and other objects and causes dierences in the propagation time
delays
 This scattering produces rapid random amplitude and phase variations in the
received signals
 Measurements conrm that the fast variations can be approximately
characterized by a Rayleigh distribution
 Therefore fast fading is referred to as Rayleigh
fading Lee
 In addition the dierences in the time delays due to the multipath prop
agation causes transmitted data impulses to overlap resulting in intersymbol interference
	ISI

Each of the available frequency bands in mobile radio systems should be reused in
order to utilize the assigned spectrum more eciently
 In consequence the MSs simulta
neously using the same partial frequency band B interfere with each other
 This multiple
access interference is termed cochannel interference

In order to mitigate the impacts of the unfavorable channel properties and of multiple
access interference in mobile radio systems adaptive antennas can be utilized
 An adap
tive antenna consists of an array of antenna elements and a realtime signal processor

The potential and the key benets of using adaptive transmit antennas in the downlink
can be classied into the following two categories
 For a given transmit signal power at the BS adaptive transmit antennas provide
an increase of the receive signal power at the MS
 In the other words for a certain
receive signal power at the MS adaptive transmit antennas allow a reduction of the
transmit power at the BS thereby lowering the total cochannel interference in the
system

 Adaptive transmit antennas can be used to spatially separate the signals sent by
the BS to the dierent MSs
 This eect is termed signal separation and leads to
reduce the power of the interfering signal received at the MSs

Due to the benets mentioned above adaptive transmit antennas help to reduce the
outage probability and the bit error rate 	BER for a given system load in terms of the
number of the simultaneously active MSs in mobile radio systems
 From the cellular
network operators point of view for a given required quality of service 	QoS adaptive
 Adaptive transmit antennas in the downlink of mobile radio systems 
transmit antennas allow to increase the number the simultaneously active MSs and allow
frequency bands to be reused more often in mobile radio systems

In the uplink of CDMA mobile radio systems the spatial and temporal signal process
ing can be jointly performed at the BSs Koh IK
 Considering TDCDMA mature
algorithms of such a joint spatial and temporal signal processing for the uplink are avail
able in BSP Bla PFBB Pap
 The application of these algorithms shows that
the system performance of the TDCDMA uplink can be considerably enhanced by using
adaptive antennas
 Since this thesis focuses on the study of the application of adaptive
transmit antennas in the TDCDMA downlink the principal approach and the beam form
ing strategies to exploit the potential of adaptive transmit antennas in the TDCDMA
downlink are described in what follows

A section of a cellular network with one reference cell and six adjacent cells is shown
in Fig
 

 In the reference cell considering the TDCDMA downlink a total number K
of MSs are served by the BS with K
s
CDMA codes in each partial frequency band B and
time slot see also Fig
 

 In contrast to the uplink when adaptive transmit antennas
are utilized at the BS the spatial signal processing has to be done at the BS whereas the
temporal signal processing is performed at each MS 
k
 k     K
 The downlink spatial
signal processing of TDCDMA consists in weighting the transmit signals and feeding
them into the K
a
transmit antenna elements see Fig
 

 As stated in Section 
 in
each partial frequency band B and time slot the transmitter simultaneously generates K
s
CDMA signals see Fig
 

 If a single omnidirectional antenna is utilized at the BS all
K
s
CDMA signals are rst added and then fed to this antenna
 In the case of a BS with
an antenna array of K
a
transmit antenna elements as shown in Fig
 
 each of the K
s
CDMA signals is rst fed into one of the K
s
input ports of a weighting network
 In this
network K
a
versions of each CDMA signal k
s
are generated by weighting each CDMA
signal k
s
with the K
a
components w
k
s

k
a
 k
a
    K
a
 of the weight vector
w
k
s

 	w
k
s


   w
k
s

K
a

T
 k
s
    K
s
 	

At each of the K
a
output ports of the weighting network a linear combination of the K
s
input signals appears which is fed to the corresponding transmit antenna element and
transmitted to MS 
k
 k     K
 Now the crucial question is how the antenna weight
vectors w
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 should be chosen in order to optimize the TDCDMA
downlink performance
 In what follows two common algorithms for determining the
antenna weight vectors w
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 are briey described

 Maximizing the carrier power C algorithm
 Adaptive transmit antennas in the downlink of mobile radio systems 
+
+
+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µ
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Fig
 
 Section of a cellular network with one reference cell and six adjacent cells
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 
 Downlink transmission with adaptive transmit antennas
 Adaptive transmit antennas in the downlink of mobile radio systems 
Considering the cellular network and the downlink transmission with adaptive trans
mit antennas shown in Figs
 
 and 
 the BS at the reference cell transmits a
CDMA signal k
s
to serve MS 
k

 The algorithm determines the antenna weight
vector w
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 related to this CDMA signal used to serve MS

k
in such a way that for a given transmit power the carrier power C of the desired
CDMA signal received at MS 
k
is maximized LBa
 This algorithm is termed
maximizing C 	MC algorithm
 A performance analysis and an application of this
algorithm can be found in LBb

 Maximizing the ratio of the carrier power C to the total interference power I algo
rithm
An algorithm to maximize the ratio of the carrier power C to the total interference
power I is proposed in SB
 To clarify this algorithm suppose that the BS
at the reference cell transmits a CDMA signal k
s
to serve MS 
k
 see Fig
 


Again the carrier power C is dened as the power of the corresponding desired
CDMA signal k
s
received at MS 
k

 The CDMA signal k
s
transmitted to serve
MS 
k
causes undesired signals received at other MSs 
k

 k

 k located in all
cells of the cellular network including or excluding the reference cell
 The sum of
the powers of these signals is considered as the total interference power I
 The
interfering CDMA signal caused by the CDMA signal k
s
transmitted by the BS in
the reference cell to serve MS 
k
also in the reference cell and received at another
MS 
k

 k

 k in the reference cell is referred to as intracell interference
 The
interfering signal received at another MS 
k

 k

 k not being located in the
reference cell is referred to as intercell interference
 Whether both intracell and
intercell interference or only intercell interference should be taken into account to
calculate the total interference power I when utilizing the algorithm for determining
the antenna weight vectors w
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 depends on the considered
mobile radio system
 In the thesis the TDCDMA mobile radio system is considered
as a target system
 Therefore only the intercell interference is taken into account
because the intracell interference can be eliminated by JD Kle
 According to
the algorithm the antenna weight vectors w
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 related to
CDMA signal k
s
 k
s
    K
s
 used to serve MS 
k
are determined in such a way
that the ratio of the carrier power C to the total interference power I is maximized

A performance analysis and an application of the algorithm are described in Sch

It should be noted that the ratio of the carrier power C to the total interference
power I discussed above is not the true carriertointerference ratio 	CI observed
at MS 
k

 Therefore it is termed pseudo CI ratio and is designated by 	CI
P
throughout the thesis
 Consequently the algorithm is termed maximizing pseudo
carriertointerference ratio 	CI
P
	MPCI algorithm

 Goals of the thesis 
Having given an overview of air interface technologies for G mobile radio systems in
Section 
 and discussed the use of adaptive transmit antennas in the downlink of mobile
radio systems in Section 
 the goals and the contents of the thesis are presented in the
following two sections

 Goals of the thesis
As stated in Section 
 the use of adaptive transmit antennas for the TDCDMA uplink
was substantially investigated to a satisfactory extent BSP Bla PFBB Pap

In contrast to the advanced stateoftheart the application of adaptive transmit antennas
in the TDCDMA downlink has not yet been extensively studied
 Although algorithms
for determining the antenna weight vectors w
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 were presented
in Sch the research of Sch focused mainly on the utilizing of adaptive transmit
antennas on the system level
 From this point of view the aim of this thesis is to extend
the research of Sch on the system level and to deliver contributions to the application
of adaptive transmit antennas in connection with CDMA code pooling in the TDCDMA
downlink on the link level
 To this purpose the following goals are pursued
 Developing a concept of utilizing adaptive transmit antennas for the TDCDMA
downlink both on the system level and link level

 Investigating the performance of this concept in connection with CDMA code pool
ing on the link level

 Performing these investigations based on computer simulations

The main work tasks of the thesis are described as follows
 In the investigation and analysis of the performance of systems with adaptive trans
mit antennas for the TDCDMA downlink on the system level and link level channel
models have a particular relevance
 Widely known and used channel models are
for instance the COST COS the ITU ITU and the GPP channel mod
els G which statistically describe the fading eects of the channels
 However
these channel models do not provide any directional characteristics of the propa
gation paths
 Therefore channel models including the directional characteristics
known as directional channel models will be developed for both system level and
link level simulations
 Furthermore in order to investigate the impact of cochannel
interference on the system performance multiuser scenarios will be generated

 Goals of the thesis 
 As stated in Section 
 in the TDCDMA uplink the spatial and temporal signal
processing can be jointly performed at the BS whereas in the TDCDMA downlink
the spatial signal processing has to be performed at the BS and the temporal signal
processing at the MS
 In this thesis spatial signal processing algorithms for deter
mining the antenna weight vectors w
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 will be developed

These algorithms can also be considered as beam forming algorithms SB Sch

Based on these algorithms the system performance on the system level and link
level will be extensively studied

 A favorite data detection scheme for TDCDMA is JD which by eliminating intra
cell interference considerably enhances system performance Na Kle Bla
Pap
 If conventional JD Kle Bla Pap is performed at a certain MS

k
 k     K both the desired and the undesired CDMA signals arriving at this
MS are jointly detected
 As mentioned in Section 
 the use of suitable algorithms
for determining the antenna weight vectors w
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 enables the
CDMA signals to be transmitted in a directionally selective manner
 This means
that the CDMA signals being of interest to a certain MS 
k
 k     K arrive with
more power at this MS than the other undesired CDMA signals
 From this point
of view all or one part of the CDMA signals not being of interest to MS 
k
can be
excluded from the JD process performed at this MS
 This data detection concept is
termed partial joint detection 	PJD
 In the thesis it will be investigated how many
and which of the undesired CDMA signals arriving at a certain MS 
k
 k     K
should be excluded from JD in order to obtain the maximal possible data transmi
ssion quality in terms of the coded BER for a given signaltonoise ratio 	SNR

 The rapid growth of the demand for InternetWeb access requires higher user data
rates transmission in future mobile radio systems
 As stated in Section 
 in TD
CDMA higher user data rates can be supported by CDMA code pooling
 In the
case of using this concept the number of CDMA codes assigned to a specic MS
takes values between two and the total number K
s
of the available CDMA codes

Each of the K
s
CDMA codes assigned to the considered MS determines one CDMA
signal
 When performing JD at the receiver each of the CDMA signals experiences
a specic SNR degradation Kle
 The dierences between the SNR degradations
of dierent CDMA signals can be interpreted as a more or less explicit mismatch be
tween the corresponding CDMA codes and the common channel impulse responses

This mismatch is termed CDMAcodechannel mismatch by the author
 In the the
sis a forward error correction 	FEC channel coding rate adaptation scheme will
be developed which allows to mitigate the impact of the CDMAcodechannel mis
match
 As the basic idea of this concept the channel coding rates of the CDMA
signals with larger SNR degradations are chosen lower than those of the CDMA
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signals with smaller SNR degradations
 In addition or alternatively to this scheme
power control rationales for eliminating the SNR dierences of the CDMA signals
used to serve a certain MS will also be studied in the link level considerations
 In
these studies the SNR at the input as well as at the output of the joint detector will
be considered

 In the downlink the achieved transmission quality is mainly determined by the CI
at the MSs
 The CI at the MS falling short of the required CI is not acceptable
whereas exceeding the required CI means to waste capacity
 In order to circumvent
such an imbalance appropriate power control scheme is considered
 From a system
level point of view the aim of the considered power control is to adjust the transmit
powers of all MSs in each burst in such a way that the CI at each MS in the
cellular network attains the same possibly highest level
 This power control scheme
is termed CI balancing SB Sch
 One problem occurring when performing
CI balancing is that due to CI balancing the power dierences of the signals
transmitted to serve all MSs in a burst may amount to more than dB
 Such high
dynamics cannot be tackled in practical applications due to the nonlinearity and
the limited dynamics of the RF ampliers and other RF components
 Consequently
the dynamics of the transmit powers have to be limited within a range of dB

Therefore dynamics constraint algorithms will be developed

 The computer simulations for investigating the performance of mobile radio sys
tems tend to be time consuming and complex
 Therefore an ecient simulation
concept for investigating the performance of the TDCDMA downlink with adaptive
transmit antennas in terms of coded BER to reduce the simulation time and the
complexity will be developed in this thesis
 The idea of this concept is to achieve
an approximation of the coded BER based on the SNR degradation Kle Pap

Furthermore the performance with respect to the simulation time and the accuracy
will be compared with that of the conventional simulation concept

 The traditional channel estimation scheme in mobile radio systems requires training
signals which reduces the eective transmission rate
 Based on the orthogonality
of signal and noise subspaces a blind channel estimation concept which needs only
one training signal will be developed in this thesis
 The performance of this channel
estimation concept will be investigated

 Finally the spectrum eciency Lee Ste Bla in the downlink of TDCDMA
mobile radio system will be investigated

 Contents of the thesis 
 Contents of the thesis
Following the goals discussed in Section 
 this thesis consists of eight chapters whose
contents are outlined in this section

First Chapter  deals with directional channel models
 A brief introduction is given
in Section 

 In Section 
 a directional channel model including the slow fading and
the directional characteristics based on Hatalike propagation gain model Ste Sch
for system level simulations is introduced
 Section 
 focuses on directional channel
models for link level simulations
 In Section 

 a directional channel model based on
the wellknown nondirectional GPP channel model is introduced
 Therefore this direc
tional channel model is termed modied GPP channel model in the thesis
 Following
the approach of Bla another directional channel model based on randomly distributed
scattering points around the MSs and near the BS is presented in Section 


 There
fore this directional channel model is termed scattering point based channel model in
the thesis
 The directional channel model based on scattering points is utilized in link
level simulations to study the concept CDMA code pooling whereas the modied GPP
channel model is suitable for link level simulations to investigate and analyze the eect
of cochannel interference resulting in multiuser scenarios

Chapter  focuses on system level simulations
 After a brief introduction given in
Section 
 Section 
 describes the considered cellular network consisting of a certain
number of identical hexagonal cells
 Two algorithms for determining the antenna weight
vectors w
k
s

of 	
 are presented in Section 

 The one maximizing the carrier power
C at each MS for a given transmit power at the BS is discussed in 


 The other
maximizing the pseudo carriertointerference ratio 	CI
P
 is described in 


 Section

 discusses the centralized power control 	CPC scheme GVGZ to balance the CI
of all MSs in the cellular network and consequently to achieve a equal and possibly
highest level of CI
 Finally the simulation results in terms of the cumulative distribution
functions 	CDF of the CI without and with dynamics constraint of the transmit powers
are shown in Section 

 and 

 respectively

In contrast to system level simulations in link level simulations only an isolated
cell consisting of one BS and a number K of MSs is taken into consideration
 Data
transmission between the BS and the MSs in the isolated cell is simulated
 The intercell
interference is modeled as white Gaussian noise
 The system performance in terms of the
coded BER depending on the SNR at the input of the joint detector is investigated in
Chapter 
 After an introduction given in Section 
 a downlink transmission model
based on the characteristics of the used transmit antennas and the properties of the
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directional mobile radio channels is described in Section 

 If a number K
s
of CDMA
signals are available to carry the data with a number K
a
of transmit antenna elements
from the BS to the MSs the data transmission between the BS and a certain MS 
k

k     K can be modeled as a network with K
s
input ports and one output port
 This
network consists of two partial networks described in Sections 

 and 

 respectively
 A linear weighting network with K
s
input ports and K
a
output ports
 This network
introduced in Section 
 see Fig
 
 can perform the linear combinations of the
K
s
CDMA signals utilizing the antenna weight vectors w
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	


 A network with K
a
input ports and one output port modeling the transmission
between the inputs of the K
a
BS transmit antenna elements and the antenna output
of MS 
k
 k     K

As stated in Section 
 the minimal supportable user data rates in TDCDMA are
achieved if a MS 
k
 k     K is assigned a single time slot within each frame and
within this time slot a single CDMA code see Fig
 

 It has also been mentioned that
user data rates higher than the minimal supportable user data rates can be achieved by
CDMA code pooling
 The mathematical fundamentals of CDMA code pooling are studied
in Section 

 A number of quantities vectors matrices for treating data transmission
and detection in the TDCDMA downlink with adaptive transmit antennas are introduced
in Section 

 The mathematical description of the two algorithms maximizing the carrier
power C and maximizing the carriertointerference ratio 	CI
p
to determine the antenna
weight vectors w
k
s

of 	
 are presented in Section 


Section 
 deals with data detection concept which is rst briey introduced in
Section 


 As mentioned in Section 
 the obvious data detection scheme in TD
CDMA is JD Kle
 In the case of conventional JD Na Kle Bla Pap at each
MS not only the CDMA signals transmitted by the BS for this MS but also the CDMA
signals transmitted for all other MSs supported by the same BS are jointly detected
 This
data detection scheme is discussed in Section 


 When adaptive transmit antennas
are utilized at the BSs transmitted CDMA signals by virtue of the directional selectivity
of the antenna system arrive with more or less reduced power at those MSs for which
they are not meant
 This observation led to PJD see also Section 

 In PJD at
each MS only a part of all transmitted CDMA signals of course including those being
of interest to the specic MS are jointly detected
 This scheme is studied in Section



 The optimization of the signaltonoiseplusinterference ratio 	SNIR with PJD is
discussed in Section 

 After providing a mathematical description of the eective noise
plus interference power in PJD in Section 

 an algorithm for optimizing the SNIR is
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proposed in Section 


 Then the application of the SNIR maximization is illustrated
by means of an example in Section 


 In Section 

 it will be shown that if the
SNR at the input of the joint detector at MS 
k
is below a threshold termed critical SNR
the performance of PJD is better than that of conventional JD
 The critical SNR valid
for MS 
k
is designated as 
k
crit


One of the standard performance criteria for mobile radio systems is the coded BER

Traditionally the coded BER performance of mobile radio systems is investigated by
computer simulations such as the wellknown MonteCarloSimulation
 As a disadvan
tage of this method in the case of TDCDMA with JD a large number of experiments
are required which are usually computationally expensive due to complex matrix calcu
lations and inversions required by JD
 In Section 
 a more ecient simulation concept
is proposed which yields estimates of the coded BER
 After a brief introduction in Sec
tion 

 the coded BER is determined for systems without and with adaptive transmit
antennas in Section 

 and 

 respectively

With the algorithms for determining the antenna weight vectors w
k
s

of 	
 de
scribed in Section 
 and the data detection schemes discussed in Section 
 simulations
are performed in order to investigate the performance of systems with adaptive transmit
antennas
 The simulation results and the discussions are the contents of Section 

 First
the considered simulation parameters are summarized in Section 


 Then as measures
for the algorithms antenna patterns signal separation and transmit power reduction are
investigated and the simulation results are discussed in Sections 

 

 and 


respectively
 The average coded BERs depending on the average SNR at the input of the
joint detector when performing conventional JD and PJD are presented in Section 



When performing traditional channel estimation training signals are required Ste
which result in reduction of the eective transmission rate
 Therefore a blind channel
estimation concept is proposed in Chapter 
 The basic idea behind this concept is to
estimate the channel impulse responses based on the orthogonality of the signal and the
noise subspaces

As stated in Section 
 higher user date rate is one of the necessary requirements
for future mobile radio systems to support the applications such as Web browsing and
wireless internet access
 To this purpose CDMA code pooling is considered
 This concept
results in multichannel transmission which will be discussed in Chapter 
 Section 

provides a brief introduction
 A simplied additive white Gaussuian noise 	AWGN multi
channel model describing the signal transmission between the BS and MS 
k
 k     K
is derived in Section 

 Based on this model a concept to maximize the total channel
capacity with constant input SNR averaged over all CDMA signals received at this MS
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is presented in Section 

 and the corresponding results are shown in Section 



Section 
 deals with CDMAcodechannel mismatch mentioned in Section 
 and start
with an introduction in Section 


 Under consideration of both singledirection and
multidirection channel models the SNR degradations are mathematically analyzed in Sec
tions 

 and 

 respectively
 For mitigating the impact of the CDMAcodechannel
mismatch on the system performance dierent concepts are developed

 First as discussed in Section 
 the N data symbols of each burst signal within
a time slot see Fig
 
 will be transmitted by using a user specic CDMA code

Now if these N data symbols are transmitted by using dierent CDMA codes this
concept is termed CDMA code interleaving
 It will be studied in Section 



 Second two power control rationales for mitigating the eect of CDMA
codechannel mismatch are presented in Section 



These concepts are discussed in detail in Section 
 and the simulation results concerning
these concepts are shown and discussed in Section 



Adaptive data rate schemes are of interest to improve the performance of data
transmission over mobile radio channels with time variant SNR due to fading and time
variant interference in mobile radio channels
 In the case of FEC coded transmission the
information data rate can be adapted by properly choosing

 the modulation scheme that is the symbol alphabet or

 the FEC coding rate

These two approaches can be followed either excluding or in combination
 In Section 

an adaptive data rate approach with xed modulation scheme QPSK and varied channel
coding rate is discussed

In Chapter  the spectrum eciency of the TDCDMA downlink utilizing adaptive
transmit antennas is investigated
 Section 
 provides the denition of the spectrum
eciency and the simulation method
 The corresponding simulation result in terms of
the outage probability is presented in Section 


Finally Chapter  summarizes the results of Chapters  to  in English and German
and concludes the thesis


Chapter 
Directional channel models
 Introduction
As stated in Chapter  in order to exploit the potential of utilizing adaptive transmit an
tennas in the TDCDMA downlink the performance of spatial signal processing in terms
of the algorithms for determining the antenna weight vectors w
k
s

of 	
 and the per
formance of temporal signal processing in terms of the data detection algorithms should
be investigated
 To this purpose realistic and simply generated directional channel mod
els are required
 As already mentioned in Section 
 in the present chapter a channel
model including the slow fading and the directional characteristics considered for sys
tem level simulations is presented in Section 

 In Section 
 two dierent directional
channel models for link level simulations including the fast fading and the directional
characteristics are presented
 A certain MS is designated by the symbol 
m
in the sys
tem level considerations and by the symbol 
k
in the link level considerations
 These
designations are chosen in order to harmonize the designations in this thesis with those
used in other publications of the Research Group for RF Communications at University of
Kaiserslautern as for instance Kle Ste Bla May Web Pap Sch Ost

 Directional system level channel model
Fig
 
 shows a nite cellular scenario of identical hexagonal cells considered for sys
tem level simulations
 In this cellular scenario each BS is located in the center of the
 Directional system level channel model 
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 Model scenario for system level simulations
corresponding cell
 The BSs form the set
B 



   
b
   
jBj

 	

where the cardinality jB j of B is the total number of the BSs or the cells in the cellular
scenario
 The MSs are randomly distributed over the cellular scenario and form the set
M 



   
m
   
jM j

 	

where the cardinality jM j of M is the total number of the MSs in the cellular scenario

In the considered channel model for system level simulations it is assumed that only one
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relevant propagation path from BS 
b
 b      jB j to MS 
m
 m      jM j exists
 This
propagation path originates in the lineofsight 	LOS from BS 
b
 b      jB j to MS 
m

m      jM j
 The assumption holds if the largest amount of the received signal power at
the BS is impinging from a small angular range around the LOS KMT

 SB
 For
each propagation path from BS 
b
 b      jB j to MS 
m
 m      jM j see Fig
 
 a
propagation gain g
bm
can be determined by applying a Hatalike propagation gain model
which also accounts for shadowing eects as described in the following
 According to
Ste Sch g
bm
depends on the geometrical length 
bm
of the propagation path from
BS 
b
 b      jB j to MS 
m
 m      jM j see Fig
 
 on the attenuation coecient
 and on the shadowing factor represented by a random variable 	
bm
as follows
g
bm


	
bm


bm
 	

	
bm
in 	
 is lognormal distributed and can be derived from a Gaussian random variable


bm
with zero mean and standard deviation  by the transformation
	
bm
 

bm

 	

The Gaussian random variable 

bm
in 	
 is termed the logarithmic shadowing factor
of the propagation path from BS 
b
 b      jB j to MS 
m
 m      jM j MS

Moreover from the locations of the BSs and the MSs in the cellular scenario the direction
of departure 	DOD and the direction of arrival 	DOA pertaining to the propagation path
from BS 
b
 b      jB j to MS 
m
 m      jM j can be determined at BS 
b
and MS

m
 respectively

In summary the system level directional channel model for the propagation from BS

b
 b      jB j to MS 
m
 m      jM j is characterized by
 a single relevant propagation path from BS 
b
 b      jB j to MS 
m
m      jM j
 a corresponding propagation gain g
bm
of 	
 and
 a DOD and a DOA at BS 
b
 b      jB j and MS 
m
 m      jM j respectively

 Directional link level channel models
 Modied GPP channel model
As stated in Section 
 the wellknown GPP channel model G does not provide
the directional characteristics for the taps introduced in this channel model
 Therefore
 Directional link level channel models 
the GPP channel model is not suitable for investigating the performance of the spatial
signal processing when utilizing adaptive transmit antennas
 From this viewpoint a
simple but nevertheless realistic and simply established modied GPP channel model is
proposed in this section
 The main idea behind establishing this modied GPP channel
model is to assign an individual directional characteristic to each tap of the original GPP
channel model
 Obviously in the most simplest way the directional characteristics could
be chosen from an uniform distribution on the interval  
 In this section a more
realistic approach is introduced
 In order to clarify this approach the key parameters are
introduced based on a conguration of a single cell multiuser scenario as shown in Fig



 This scenario allows to investigate the performance of the algorithms for determining
the antenna weight vectors w
k
s

of 	
 aiming at suppressing and mitigating cochannel
interference when utilizing adaptive transmit antennas at the BS

In the model scenario shown in Fig
 
 all K MSs are uniformly spaced over the
angular domain 
 MSs 
k
 k     K are assumed to be shifted in azimuth by the
angles 
k
 k     K relative to the Reference Direction 	RD
 Therefore the LOSs
from the BS to MSs 
k
 k     K are given by 
k
 k     K
 The angular range
around the LOS also referred to as the angular spread pertaining to each MS is assumed
to be the same and is characterized by the angle 
 The angular separation of two adjacent
MSs is
 


K
if   

K
else
	

With 

the LOS from the BS to MS 

 the LOS from the BS to any MS 
k
becomes

k
 	k    

 k     K 	

Now consider the case that the BS transmits a signal to serve MS 
k
 see Fig
 
 over
a directional channel containing a certain number K
e
of propagation paths
 At the BS
the DODs of the transmitted signal are assumed to be distributed in the angular range 
around the LOS from the BS to MS 
k

 Then each of the K
e
propagation paths can be
viewed as caused by a virtual scattering point situated in the range 
 Using scattering
points to generate directional channel model will be described in detail in Section 



Therefore the directional characteristic belonging to each of the K
e
propagation paths
can be characterized by an azimuthal angle 
kk
e

 k
e
    K
e
 relative to the RD in
the interval 
k



 
k




 How the K
e
propagation paths from the BS to MS 
k
are
determined and how the directional characteristics in terms of 
kk
e

are assigned to the
corresponding propagation paths from the BS to MSs 
k
 k     K will be described
in the following

Suppose that the original GPP channel model has L
a
propagation paths
 In order
to generate a modied GPP channel model which includes DODs and angular spread
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 Model scenario for link level simulations
 each of the L
a
propagation paths is split up into two partial propagation paths
 This
leads to the total number
K
e
 L
a
	

of the propagation paths of the modied GPP channel model
 The assignment of the
directional characteristics to the K
e
partial propagation paths is shown in Fig
 

 The
directions of the two splitted partial propagation paths are assumed to be symmetrically
arranged with respect to the LOS from the BS to MS 
k

 For instance consider 
kk
e

and 
kk
e

in Fig
 

 Then the dierence between the directions of two adjacent
partial propagation paths is with the angular spread 
 

K
e
 
 	

Finally with the LOS from the BS to MS 
k
characterized by 
k
of 	
 the angular
spread  and  of 	
 the direction assigned to propagation path k
e
in the modied
GPP channel model considered for MS 
k
takes the form

kk
e

 
k



 	k
e
 

K
e
 
 k
e
    K
e
 	
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 Assignment of the directions to the partial propagation paths of the modied
GPP channel model valid for MS 
k
It should be noted that 
kk
e

of 	
 assigned to partial propagation path k
e
obtained by
splitting a certain propagation path of the original GPP channel model should be close
to the user specic LOS 
k
of 	
 if the relative delay of this original propagation path
of the GPP channel models is small

The value of the angular spread  heavily depends on the propagation environments

In Bla it is shown that in small cells the value of  is large while in large cells it is
small
 This observation allows to consider dierent propagation environments e
g
 large
or small cells by choosing the value of  correspondingly

In Summary the modied GPP channel model derived from the original GPP
channel model can be characterized by
 a number K
e
of propagation paths see 	
 and
 a number K
e
of corresponding directions 
kk
e

 k
e
    K
e
 of 	


The main advantages of the modied GPP channel model are the following
 Directional link level channel models 
Tab
 
 Propagation conditions for multipath fading environments G
relative delay ns average power dB
 
 
 
 
 It is simple to generate because only a few parameters are required
 This allows
extensive simulations in a short time

 It reects the essential physical propagation mechanisms including the angular
spread

Based on the propagation conditions for multipath fading environments of the GPP
channel model case  G as shown in Fig
 
 the directions 
kk
e

 k
e
    K
e
 of
	
 of the modied GPP directional channel model valid for MS 

with 

 

and
  

can be determined according to 	
 as shown in Tab
 


Tab
 
 Examplary directional channel model derived from the GPP channel model
case  
k
 

   

and K
e
 
k
e
relative delay ns 
kk
e

k
e
relative delay ns 
kk
e

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

The channel impulse response valid for each of the L
a
propagation paths introduced in
the original GPP channel model can be obtained by lowpass ltering utilizing a lowpass
lter of bandwidth f
c
and subsequent sampling with the sampling frequency f
c
 where
f
c
is the chip rate
 Considering the modied GPP channel model the channel impulse
responses valid for the two splitted propagation paths originating in the corresponding
propagation path of the GPP channel model are assumed to be exactly identical
 Each
is equal to one half of the channel impulse responses derived from the corresponding
original propagation path of the GPP channel model
 This assumption means that the
modied GPP channel model and the original GPP channel model lead to the same
channel impulse response if a single omnidirectional antenna is utilized at the BS

 Directional link level channel models 
 Channel model based on scattering points
In this section a directional channel model based on randomly distributed scattering
points which are concentrated in scattering areas is described
 When establishing this
channel model an approach similar to which is presented in Bla is followed
 This
channel model is suitable for the case that only two MSs are supported by the BS while
CDMA code pooling is applied

Fig
 
 shows this channel model
 The two MSs 

and 

lie in the center of
a scattering area each and a third scattering area is located near the BS
 Each of the
three scattering areas has the diameter D and contains the same number of randomly
distributed scattering points
 The total number of scattering points of the channel model
valid for each MS is K
e
 and the individual scattering point is marked by its number
k
e
    K
e

 AllK
e
scattering points are assumed to have the same scattering coecient

The angular separation between the two MSs 

and 

is  and the two MSs 

and 

lie symmetrically to the connecting line between the BS and the center of the scattering
area close to the BS
 The distance between the BS and the MSs is termed d and the
distance between the BS and the center of the scattering area close to the BS is d

Single point scattering is assumed for each propagation path from the BS to the MSs 

and 

 and the LOS is excluded
 The scattering points around each MS are assumed
to be relevant only for this MS
 This means that no propagation paths leading from the
BS to MS 

over scattering points around MS 

are considered
 Additionally there are
no other objects except for the corresponding scattering points on each propagation path
between the BS and MSs 

and 



In addition to the parameters introduced above the remaining important parameters
for generating the scattering point based channel model are dened in Fig
 

 The
azimuthal angle between the xaxis and propagation path k
e
at BS is 
kk
e

e
and at MS

k
is 
kk
e

s

 The velocity of MS 
k
is v
k
and the moving direction is characterized by
the azimuthal angle 
k
v

 The distances from the BS to scattering point k
e
and from
scattering point k
e
to MS 
k
are termed r
kk
e


and r
kk
e


 respectively
 Therefore the
propagation path from the BS over scattering point k
e
to MS 
k
has the total length
l
kk
e

 r
kk
e


 r
kk
e


 k     K k
e
    K
e
 	

With the velocity c

of light the delay of propagation path k
e
from the BS to the MS 
k
becomes

kk
e


l
kk
e

c


r
kk
e


 r
kk
e


c

 k     K k
e
    K
e
 	

 Directional link level channel models 
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0.3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Fig
 
 A simple directional channel model based on scattering points considered in link
level simulations
Following Fuh Bla the relative amplitude of the signal received at MS 
k
over
propagation path k
e
from the BS to MS 
k
is assumed to take the value
a
kk
e



r
kk
e


r
kk
e


 k     K k
e
    K
e
 	

Furthermore with the carrier wavelength  the angles 
kk
e

s
and 
k
v
and the velocity
v
k
of MS 
k
 see Fig
 
 the Doppler shift
f
kk
e

D

v

cos	
kk
e

s
 
k
v
 k     K k
e
    K
e
 	

of propagation path k
e
from the BS to MS 
k
is introduced
 Then with the delay 
kk
e

of 	
 the relative amplitude a
kk
e

of 	
 and the Doppler shift f
kk
e

D
of 	

related to propagation path k
e
from the BS to MS 
k
 the nonbandlimited directional
 Directional link level channel models 
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Fig
 
 Parameters for generating the scattering point based channel model
channel impulse response of propagation path k
e
from the BS to MS 
k
becomes
h
kk
e

d
	 t  

r
kk
e


r
kk
e


exp	jf
c

kk
e

exp	jf
kk
e

D
t
	  
kk
e

	 
kk
e

e
 	

Similar to generating the modied GPP channel model introduced in Section 


the directional channel impulse responses h
kk
e

d
valid for propagation path k
e
from the
BS to MS 
k
are obtained by lowpass ltering the nonbandlimited directional channel
impulse responses h
kk
e

d
	 t  of 	
 originating in the propagation environment of
Fig
 
 by a lowpass lter of bandwidth f
c
and subsequent sampling with the sampling
frequency f
c
 where f
c
is the chip rate
 Each directional channel impulse response h
kk
e

d
is represented by W samples with the rst sample corresponding to the shortest delay
between the BS and MS 
k

 Non zero sample values beyond said W sample values are
set to zero


Chapter 
System level considerations
 Introduction
As stated in Section 
 in order to assess the performance of mobile radio systems with
adaptive transmit antennas in accordance with the spatial signal processing computer
simulations have to be performed on the system level
 In system level simulations the
transmission quality in terms of CI at each MS 
m
in a cellular scenario consisting of
a certain number of identical hexagonal cells see Fig
 
 is investigated
 Then the
statistic of CI i
e
 the CDF Prob	CI  ! is determined by CI balancing
 To this
purpose a twostep simulation procedure is applied SB Sch
 First the antenna weight vectors
w
bm
 	w
bm
   w
bmK
a

T
	

related to the signal transmitted by BS 
b
 b      jB j in the cellular scenario to
serve MS 
m
 m      jM j are determined by applying the MC or MPCI algorithm
as discussed in Section 


 Second in order to achieve the same and highest possible CI the CPC algorithm
GVGZ mentioned in Section 
 is used to balance CI by adjusting the transmit
powers for all MSs 
m
 m      jM j in the cellular scenario

This chapter provides a comprehensive view of the concept and is organized as follows

The considered cellular scenario and the mathematical descriptions of the carrier power
 Considered cellular scenario 
C
m
and the total interference power I
m
related to a certain MS 
m
 m      jM j in the
cellular scenario are presented in Section 

 Section 
 focuses on the algorithms for
determining the antenna weight vectors w
bm
of 	

 The MC algorithm is discussed in
Section 

 whereas Section 

 deals with the MPCI algorithm
 In Section 
 the
CI balancing concept is presented
 The obtained simulation results in terms of the CDF
of CI are given in Section 

 The results shown in Section 

 are valid for the case
without transmit power limitations whereas the results obtained with constraining the
transmit power dynamics are shown in Section 


 Note that the concept CDMA code
pooling is excluded in system level simulations discussed in this thesis
 This concept could
be included in further research on investigating the TDCDMA downlink with adaptive
transmit antennas on the system level

 Considered cellular scenario
As shown in Fig
 
 and stated in Section 
 the cellular scenario considered in the
thesis for system level simulations consists of a number of identical hexagonal cells
 As
also mentioned earlier each of the jB j BSs is located in the center of the corresponding
cell whereas the jM j MSs are randomly distributed over the cellular scenario
 The average
number of MSs per cell is termed
"
K
 An uniform linear array 	ULA ofK
a
omnidirectional
transmit antenna elements with half wavelength interelement distance is used at each
BS whereas each MS has only a single omnidirectional receive antenna
 For the following
mathematical analysis it is useful to introduce the relation Ste
m  z	m m      jM j z	m      jB j 	

which uniquely assigns MS 
m
to BS 
zm

 As stated in Section 
 cochannel interfer
ence occurs because of the simultaneous use of the same partial frequency band B see
Fig
 
 to serve dierent MSs 
m
 m      jM j in the cellular scenario
 With the
relation 	
 the interference situation of MS 
m
 m      jM j can be mathematically
described as follows
 When BS 
zm
serves MS 
m
 the signal transmitted by BS 
zm
to
MS 
m
is received not only by MS 
m
 but also by the 	jM j   other MSs 
m
 #m  m

Each MS 
m
 m      jM j is in a specic interference situation
 The set consisting of
all those MS 
m
 #m      jM j with 
z m
being an interfering BS for the considered MS

m
is given by Ste
I
m
 f
m
n 
m
g  	

The set I
m
of 	
 depends on the data detection scheme applied in the mobile radio
system
 As mentioned in Section 
 if JD is used in TDCDMA intracell interference is
 Considered cellular scenario 
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Fig
 
 Exemplary scenario with two BSs each using K
a
transmit antenna elements
and four MSs each using a single omnidirectional antenna
eliminated
 Therefore in this case 	
 can be redened by a disjunct set
I
m

n

m
n 
m

z	 #m  z	m
o
 	

The set I
m
of 	
 will be utilized throughout the thesis because JD is considered as the
data detection scheme in the TDCDMA downlink

In order to clarify the user specic interference situation characterized by the set I
m
of
	
 a simple but nevertheless illustrative scenario with four MSs and two BSs is shown
in Fig
 

 MSs 

and 

are served by BS 

and MSs 
	
and 


by BS 


 Each of the
four MSs uses a single omnidirectional receive antenna whereas each of the two BSs has
an ULA of K
a
transmit antenna elements
 A certain propagation gain g
bm
is assigned
to the propagation path from BS 
b
 b    to MS 
m
 m      
 Considering this
 Considered cellular scenario 
simple scenario the relation of 	
 becomes
z	m 

 for m   
 for m   
	

and the user specic interference situation at MS 

can be characterized by
I

 f
	
 


g 	

The propagation gain g
bm
of 	
 related to the propagation path from a certain BS

zm
 which serves MS 
m
 to a certain MS 
m
can be denoted with the relation 	
 as
g
zm m

 As in Section 
 see 	
 g
zm m
depends on the geometrical length 
zm m
of
the propagation path from BS 
zm
to MS 
m
 see Fig
 
 on the attenuation coecient
 and on a shadowing factor which is represented by a lognormal distributed random
variable 	
zm m

 As also mentioned in Section 
 the lognormal distributed random
variable 	
zm m
can be derived from a Gaussian random variable 

zm m
with zero mean
and standard deviation  via the transformation of 	

 Therefore the propagation gain
related to the propagation path form BS 
zm
to MS 
m
becomes
g
zm m


	
zm m


zm m
 	

In a system with K
a
transmit antenna elements at each BS and a single omnidi
rectional receive antenna at each MS a certain MS receives K
a
dierent but statistical
not independent signals
 When the same signal is transmitted from dierent transmit
antenna elements at a certain BS in a suciently large distance the signals from the
dierent transmit antenna elements only dier in phase advance
 The phase advance can
be determined by the geometry of the transmit antenna elements and the LOS from the
BS to the MS
 The parameters for determining the phase advance are shown in Fig
 


BS 
zm
utilizes an ULA of K
a
transmit antenna elements with half wavelength inter
element distance
 The distance between the RP and transmit antenna element k
a
is given
by l
k
a

 k
a
    K
a

 The LOS from the RP at BS 
zm
to MS 
m
is characterized
by the azimuthal angle 
zm m
related to the RL
 With the wavelength  the azimuthal
angle 
zm m
 the distance l
k
a

and the azimuthal angle

k
a





for antenna element k
a
on the right side of RP


for antenna element k
a
on the left side of RP
	

the phase advance

zm mk
a



l
k
a

cos	
zm m
 
k
a

 	

 Considered cellular scenario 
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Fig
 
 Parameters for determining the phase advance 
zm mk
a
of 	

is obtained
 Now suppose that BS 
zm
serves MS 
m
by transmitting a signal with the
amplitude a
m

 With the propagation gain g
zm m
of 	
 the signal received at MS 
m
has the power
R
zm m



ja
m
j

g
zm m
 	

when a single omnidirectional transmit antenna would be used at BS 
zm

 In this case
the carrier power C
m
of the signal transmitted by BS 
zm
to serve MS 
m
becomes at
MS 
m
C
m
 R
zmm



ja
m
j

g
zmm
 	

Furthermore under the assumption that the signals transmitted by BS 
zm
and received
at MSs 
m
 
m
 I
m
 see 	
 are uncorrelated with the set I
m
of 	
 the total
interference power generated by BS 
zm
when serving MS 
m
is given by
I
m

X
mj
m
I
m
R
zm m
 	

Now suppose that an antenna array of K
a
transmit antenna elements is used at BS 
zm

m      jM j
 With a
mk
a
the amplitude of the signal transmitted from transmit antenna
element k
a
to MS 
m
 and with the phase advance 
zmmk
a
of 	
 the carrier power
 Algorithms for determining the antenna weights 
C
m
of the signal transmitted by BS 
zm
and received at MS 
m
becomes
C
m



j
K
a
X
k
a

p
g
zmm
e
j
zmmk
a
a
mk
a
j

 	

Similarly the total interference power of the signals transmitted by BS 
zm
to serve MS

m
 but received at all MSs 
m
 
m
 I
m
 see 	
 takes the form
I
m



X
mj
m
I
m
j
K
a
X
k
a

p
g
zm m
e
j
zm mk
a
a
mk
a
j

 	

I
m
of 	
 is the total power of the signal received at the MSs forming the set I
m
of
	
 when BS 
zm
serves MS 
m


 Algorithms for determining the antenna weights
 The MC algorithm
With the antenna weight vector w
zmm
of 	
 and the amplitude a
m
of the transmitted
signal the amplitude
a
mk
a
 w
zmmk
a
a
m
	

of the weighted signal at transmit antenna element k
a
is obtained
 Then the total transmit
power
T
m



K
a
X
k
a

ja
mk
a
j

	

at BS 
zm
holds
 The MC algorithm to determine the antenna weight vectors w
zmm
of 	
 for MS 
m
 m      jM j served by BS 
zm
is performed in such a way that the
ratio of the carrier power C
m
of 	
 of the signal received at MS 
m
to the total transmit
power T
m
of 	
 at BS 
zm
is maximized
 Under the assumption that amplitude a
m
in 	
 has the magnitude one substituting a
mk
a
of 	
 into 	
 and 	
 yields
the ratio
C
m
T
m

j
K
a
P
k
a

p
g
zmm
e
j
zmmk
a
w
zmmk
a
j

j
K
a
P
k
a

w
zmmk
a
j

	

 Algorithms for determining the antenna weights 
of the carrier power C
m
of 	
 of the signal received at MS 
m
to the total transmit
power T
m
of 	
 at BS 
zm

 Now with the vector
y
zmm

p
g
zmm
	e
j
zmm
   e
j
zmmK
a

T
	

and the matrix
X
m
 y

zmm
y
T
zmm
 	

	
 can be rewritten in the form
C
m
T
m

w
T
zmm
y

zmm
y
T
zmm
w
zmm
w
T
zmm
w
zmm

w
T
zmm
X
m
w
zmm
w
T
zmm
w
zmm
 	

	
 is a standard quadratic form
 For a given propagation gain g
zmm
of 	
 of the
propagation path from BS 
zm
to MS 
m
and the phase advance 
zmmk
a
of 	
 the
antenna weight vector w
zmm
of 	
 valid for MS 
m
which maximizes the ratio 	

is the eigenvector belonging to the largest eigenvalue of the matrix X
m
of 	
 ZF

Furthermore with the restraint
w
T
zmm
w
zmm
  m      jM j 	

the antenna weight vector w
zmm
of 	
 valid for MS 
m
is uniquely determined
 It can
be seen from 	
 that when utilizing the MC algorithm for determining the antenna
weight vector w
zmm
of 	
 valid for MS 
m
only the propagation gain g
zmm
of 	

and the DOD pertaining to the LOS from BS 
zm
to MS 
m
are required

 The MPCI algorithm
In Section 
 if BS 
zm
transmits a signal to serve MS 
m
utilizing an antenna array of
K
a
transmit antenna elements the carrier power C
m
of 	
 of the desired signal received
at MS 
m
and the total interference power I
m
of 	
 of the signals simultaneously
received at other MSs 
m
 
m
 I
m
 see 	
 are given
 Based on these expressions the
pseudo carriertointerference ratio
	
C
I

pm

C
m
I
m

j
K
a
P
k
a

p
g
zmm
e
j
zmmk
a
a
mk
a
j

P
mj
m
I
m
j
P
K
a
k
a

p
g
zm m
e
j
zm mk
a
a
mk
a
j

	

valid for MS 
m
served by BS 
zm
can be formed
 With the vector
y
zm m

p
g
zm m
	e
j
zm m
   e
j
zm mK
a

T
 	

 CI balancing 
the matrix
Y
m

X
mj
m
I
m
y

zm m
y
T
zm m
 	

the vector y
zmm
of 	
 and the matrix X
m
of 	
 	
 can be rewritten as
	
C
I

pm

w
T
zmm
y

zmm
y
T
zmm
w
zmm
w
T
zmm
y

zm m
y
T
zm m
w
zmm

w
T
zmm
X
m
w
zmm
w
T
zmm
Y
m
w
zmm
 	

	
 is a standard quadratic form and is bounded by the minimal and maximal eigen
values of the matrix pair 	Y
m
X
m

 Consequently the antenna weight vector w
zmm
of
	
 which maximizes 	
 is equal to the eigenvector belonging to the maximal eigen
value of the matrix pair 	Y
m
X
m
 ZF
 Similar to 	
 with the restraint given in
	
 the antenna weight vector w
zmm
of 	
 in 	
 valid for MS 
m
is uniquely
determined
 For determining the antenna weight vector w
zmm
of 	
 valid for MS 
m
served by BS 
zm
 m      jM j when using 	
 the following knowledge is required
at BS 
zm

 The propagation gain g
zmm
of 	
 for the propagation path from BS 
zm
to
MS 
m
 which is necessary for determining the matrix X
m
of 	
 as well as the
propagation gains g
zm m
of 	
 for the propagation paths from BS 
zm
to the
other MSs 
m
 
m
 I
m
 see 	
 are required
 This later mentioned propagation
gains are necessary for determining the matrix Y
m
of 	


 The DOD pertaining to the LOS from BS 
zm
to MS 
m
 which is necessary for
determining the matrix X
m
of 	
 as well as the DODs pertaining to the LOSs
from BS 
zm
to the other MSs 
m
 
m
 I
m
 see 	
 are required
 These DODs
are needed for determining the matrix Y
m
of 	


Therefore compared with the MC algorithm see 	
 the MPCI algorithm requires
more knowledge for determining the antenna weight vectors w
zmm
 m      jM j of
	


 CI balancing
In Section 
 the MC and MPCI algorithms for determining the antenna weight vectors
w
zmm
of 	
 valid for MS 
m
 m      jM j are discussed
 In this section the power
control algorithm of the twostep approach mentioned in Section 
 is presented

 CI balancing 
A specially interesting power control algorithm has been introduced in Ste Sch
which utilizes the concept of the CPC GVGZ algorithm as mentioned in Section 


The idea behind this algorithm is that the transmit powers T
m
 m      jM j of 	

are adjusted in such a way that each MS 
m
 m      jM j in the cellular scenario attains
the same and highest possible CI
 Following Sch the mathematical details of the
CPC algorithm are discussed in what follows for the convenience of the readers

With the antenna weight vectors w
zmm
 m      jM j of 	
 determined by
applying the MC or MPCI algorithm introduced in Section 
 a propagation gain
g
modzm m
 j
K
a
X
k
a

p
g
zm m
e
j
zm mk
a
w
zm mk
a
j

	

for the propagation path from BS 
zm
to MS 
m
is introduced and is termed modied
propagation gain
 With the transmit powers T
m
 m      jM j of 	
 and the modied
propagation gains g
modzm m
of 	
 the carriertointerference ratio
	
C
I

m
 
m

T
m
g
modzmm
P
mj
m
I
m
T
m
g
modz mm
	

valid for MS 
m
 m      jM j is obtained
 Transforming 	
 yields
X
mj
m
I
m
T
m
g
modz mm



m
T
m
g
modzmm
 	

Now following Ste Sch the following matrix and vector formalisms are introduced
 MatrixW of dimension jM jjM j contains the modied propagation gains g
modz mm
of 	
 of the interferers

 MatrixV of dimension jM jjM j contains the modied propagation gains g
modzmm
of 	
 of the carrier

 Vector
t  	T

   T
jM j

T
	

of dimension jM j   contains the transmit powers T
m
of 	
 for all MSs 
m

m      jM j which are to be determined for the CI balancing purpose

 Diagonal matrix $ of dimension jM j  jM j contains the reciprocal values of 
m

m      jM j

 Simulation results 
With these matrix and vector formalisms the linear system of equations 	
 takes the
form
Wt  $Vt 	

Because the CI balancing means to make all diagonal elements of the matrix $ equal
the matrix $ can be reduced to a signal value  and 	
 becomes
Wt 


Vt 	

With the matrices W and V the vector t of 	
 can be calculated by solving an
eigenvalue problem Ste Sch
 The eigenvalue problem has only one solution termed
matrix root with the matching eigenvector containing only nonnegative elements Min

The matching eigenvector contains the number jM j of the transmit powers T
m
 m 
    jM j of 	


For instance with the exemplary scenario consisting of two BSs and four MSs shown
in Fig
 
 the matrices W and V in 	
 become
W 

B
B
B

  g
mod	
g
mod

  g
mod	
g
mod

g
mod
g
mod
 
g
mod
g
mod
 

C
C
C
A
 	

and
V 

B
B
B

g
mod
  
 g
mod
 
  g
mod	

   g
mod


C
C
C
A
 	

respectively

 Simulation results
 Unlimited transmit power dynamics
In order to quantitatively assess the algorithms introduced in Sections 
 and 
 simu
lations are performed on the system level
 In these simulations a large number of random
 Simulation results 
Tab
 
 Simulation parameters
standard deviation  dB
attenuation coecient  
reuse factor r 
number jB j of the BSs in the cellular scenario   
average number
"
K of the MSs per cell    
number K
a
of transmit antenna elements    
deployments of MSs in the cellular scenario is considered
 As stated in Section 
 only
the intercell interference is considered in system level simulations since the intracell in
terference can be eliminated by JD
 In the present section simulation results are valid for
the case that the dynamics of the transmit power are unlimited
 The chosen simulation
parameters are given in Tab
 


First the inuence of K
a
on the CDF of CI is investigated
 Simulations were done
by utilizing the MPCI algorithm for determining the antenna weight vector w
bm
of 	

valid for each MS 
m
 m      jM j of the cellular scenario served by BS 
b
 b      jB j

Figs
 
 to 
 show the obtained CDF of CI for dierent values of
"
K
 The parameter
in each gure is K
a

 The expectation of CI increases as K
a
increases
 However this
expectation is not proportional to K
a

 The variance of CI becomes slightly larger with
increasing K
a
due to the reduction of interferer diversity BKNS

The inuence of
"
K on the CDF of CI can also be observed from Figs
 
 to 


As to be expected the expectation of CI decreases as
"
K increases
 For instance in the
case K
a
  for each doubling of
"
K CI decreases by about dB
 This is due to the fact
that a larger number
"
K of the MSs per cell produces more interference

In Fig
 
 it is shown how the CDF of CI depends on the choice of the algorithm
utilized to determine the antenna weight vectors w
bm
of 	

 As mentioned in Section

 two considered algorithms are the MC and MPCI algorithms
 Fig
 
 shows that
the MPCI algorithm performs slightly better than the MC algorithm
 However as stated
in Section 
 less knowledge to determine the antenna weight vectors w
bm
of 	
 is
required when performing the MC algorithm as compared with performing the MPCI
algorithm

The inuence of the system size in terms of the number jB j of BSs on the CDF of CI is
shown in Fig
 

 This gure shows the CDF of CI with jB j as the parameter for
"
K  
and K
a
 
 CI decreases with increasing jB j
 This degradation is expected because the
number of interfering signals increases as jB j increases
 However the dierence of CDF
of CI for dierent jB j is rather small
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 Simulation results 
 Limited transmit power dynamics
Generally the powers T
m
 m      jM j in 	
 of the signals transmitted for the MSs

m
 m      jM j in one burst which are obtained after CI balancing may take values
in the range from zero to innity
 As an example T
m
for all MSs 
m
 m      jM j in
one burst with jB j  
"
K   and K
a
  are shown in Figs
 
 to 

 The utilized
algorithm for determining the antenna weight vectors w
bm
of 	
 is the MPCI algorithm

The terms LP CP and HP appearing in the captions of these gures will be explained
below
 The gures show that the dynamics of the transmit powers exceed dB
 However
as already stated in Chapter  because of the nonlinearities of ampliers and other RF
components the dynamics of the transmit powers in reality should be restricted to dB

With T
max
and T
min
being the maximum and minimum transmit powers respectively the
limited transmit power band is given by
log	
T
max
T
min
  dB 	

In order to satisfy 	
 procedures should be developed to get instead of the vector t
of 	
 of transmit powers T
m
 a vector
t

 	T


   T

jM j

T
	

of modied transmit powers T

m
 derived from t
 After having obtained the modied
transmit powers T

m
 m      jM j in 	
 the carriertointerference ratio 
m
of 	

at each MS 
m
 m      jM j can then be calculated by substituting T
m
in 	
 by T

m


As procedures to determine T

m
in 	
 an algorithm based on clipping and an
algorithm based on suppression will be presented

The basic idea behind the clipping algorithm is to simply restrict the transmit powers
T
m
in 	
 in the limited dB transmit power band of 	
 depending on whether the
value of T
m
is larger than T
max
or smaller than T
min
in 	

 The clipping algorithm is
described as follows
T

m

	






T
min
for T
m
 T
min

T
m
for T
min
 T
m
 T
max

T
max
for T
m
	 T
max

	

This algorithm gives the vector t

of the modied transmit powers T

m
 see 	

 A
question still open is how the limiting values T
min
and T
max
in 	
 and 	
 should be
chosen
 Up to now see 	
 it has only been stated that T
max
T
min
  should hold

There are innitely many possibilities to select T
min
and T
max
of 	

 Three dierent
 Simulation results 
approaches to determine T
min
and T
max
will be studied in what follows
 These approaches
are based on the fact that when performing CI balancing as described in Section 

the dynamically not considered transmit powers fulll the condition
#
T
min
 T
m

#
T
max
 	

where usually
#
T
min
and
#
T
max
dier in much more than dB see Figs
 
 to 

 The
three considered approaches are termed low power 	LP centered power 	CP and high
power 	HP approach respectively
 With
"
T 

jM j
jM j
X
m
T
m
	

the transmit power averaged over all T
m
 m      jM j in the vector t of 	
 with
#
T
min
and
#
T
max
in 	
 and T
min
and T
max
in 	
 these three approaches can be described
as follows
LP
T
min

#
T
min
 T
max
 T
min
 	

CP
T
min

"
T T
max
 
"
T  	

HP
T
max

#
T
max
 T
min
 T
max
 	

As an example the transmit powers T

m
in 	
 obtained when using clipping and CP
are shown in Fig
 


An alternative to the clipping approach described above is an approach based on
compression
 This approach can be described as follows
 Arrange the transmit powers T
m
 m      jM j in the vector t of 	
 obtained
after CI balancing for unlimited dynamics in ascending order

 Calculate the dierences
T
m
 T
m
 T
m
 m      	jM j   	

between adjacent transmit powers

 With
#
T
max
and
#
T
min
in 	
 and T
max
and T
min
in 	
 compute the quantity

#
T 
T
max
 T
min
#
T
max

#
T
min
 	

In 	
 T
max
and T
min
are determined according to 	
 	
 and 	
 de
pending on which one of the approaches LP CP or HP is chosen

 Simulation results 
 With T
m
of 	
 and 
#
T of 	
 introduce the modied dierences
T

m
 T
m

#
T  	

 With T

m
of 	
 form the modied transmit powers T

m
in 	
 according to
T



#
T
min

T

m
 T

m
T

m
 T

m
T
m

#
T  m      	jM j   	

Examples for the transmit powers T

m
in 	
 for all MSs 
m
 m      jM j obtained
by compression are shown in Figs
 
 to 


It has to be expected that constraining the transmit power dynamics leads to a less
favorable CDF of CI as compared to the situation without such a constraint
 Also the
CDF of CI obtained under restricted transmit power dynamics depends on whether LP
CP or HP and whether clipping or compression are chosen
 Figs
 
 and 
 show the
CDF of CI obtained when using dierent schemes of dynamics constraint
 For the sake
of comparison the CDF of CI for the case of unlimited transmit power dynamics is also
shown in Figs
 
 and 

 The considered algorithm to determine the antenna weight
vectors w
bm
 b      jB j m      jM j of 	
 is the MPCI algorithm
 According to
Fig
 
 in the case of clipping the approach CP is the most favorable
 According to
Fig
 
 in the case of compression the performance of the three approaches LP CP
and HP is virtually equal
 A comparison of the curves in Fig
 
 with those of Fig
 

shows that compression outperforms clipping
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Chapter 
Link level considerations
 Introduction
In Chapter  the investigations of the TDCDMA downlink with adaptive transmit an
tennas are focused on the system level
 The obtained simulation results show that the
system performance in terms of the CDF of CI can be signicantly improved with in
creasing number K
a
of transmit antenna elements see for instance Figs
 
 to 

 In
this chapter adaptive transmit antennas are considered on the link level
 The key benets
of using adaptive transmit antennas see Section 
 will be quantitatively demonstrated

Moreover it will be shown that in connection with PJD adaptive transmit antennas can
signicantly reduce the coded BER for a given SNR at the input of the joint detector

The present chapter is organized as follows
 A transmission model which allows the
inclusion and consideration of adaptive transmit antennas in the TDCDMA downlink
is introduced in Section 

 In Section 
 mathematical descriptions are presented to
clarify the assignment of CDMA codes to MSs when utilizing CDMA code pooling
 Then
a comprehensive description of the data transmission between the BS and the MS in the
downlink is provided in Section 

 Next the MC and MPIC algorithms which were
already introduced in Chapter  for system level considerations are described in Section

 with respect to the specic aspects of link level considerations
 The conventional JD
and PJD schemes are discussed in Section 
 followed by the description of a procedure
for optimization of the SNIR when performing PJD in Section 

 In order to reduce the
complexity of the computer simulations an ecient simulation concept for investigating
the coded BER is introduced and its performance is compared with that obtained by using
the common computer simulation techniques in Section 

 Finally simulation results are
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Fig
 
 Network with K
a
input ports and one output port modeling the channel between
the inputs of the K
a
BS transmit antenna elements and the output of the receive antenna
of MS 
k
presented and discussed in Section 

 Throughout the following chapters signals and
channel impulse responses are presented in the time discrete equivalent lowpass domain
if not otherwise stated

 Transmission model of the TDCDMA downlink
with adaptive transmit antennas
 Channels between the ports of the transmit antennas and
the port of the receive antenna
A network with K
a
input ports and one output port modeling the channel between the
inputs of the K
a
BS transmit antenna elements and the output of the receive antenna of
MS 
k
is shown in Fig
 

 In this network the channel impulse responses
h
kk
a

a
 	h
kk
a

a
   h
kk
a

aW

T
 k
a
    K
a
 k     K 	

of dimension W characterizes signal transmission between the input of transmit antenna
element k
a
and the output of the receive antenna of MS 
k

 In totalK
a

K channel impulse
responses h
kk
a

a
of 	
 exist which are termed antenna element specic channel impulse
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Fig
 
 Transmit antenna arrangement at the BS with reference point 	RP and antenna
elements 	AE
responses and which describe under consideration of the characteristics of the transmit
antenna elements the complicated mechanism of multipath wave propagation between
BS and MS 
k
in a condensed form
 The transmit antenna conguration is assumed to
be a micro structure BBS
 This means that the K
a
transmit antenna elements are so
closely spaced that if they are all fed with the same signal the waves launched by the
individual transmit antenna elements in a certain direction lead to received signals at an
MS antenna output which only dier in their carrier phases and amplitudes from each
other

In the transmit antenna arrangement which may be linear twodimensional or three
dimensional and which may consist of nondirectional or directional antenna elements a
reference point RP is introduced see Fig
 

 It is assumed that the number of DODs
into which a wave can be transmitted by the BS in order to generate via scattering at the
various objects of the propagation environment a signal of signicant intensity at the MS

k
 k     K has a nite value K
d

 Without restricting generality for each of the K
MSs the same numberK
d
of relevant DODs is assumed which has to be chosen suciently
large in order to comply with the prevailing propagation environment
 However the K
d
DODs themselves may dier from one MS to another MS
 Each of the K
d
DODs leading
 Transmission model of the TDCDMA downlink with adaptive transmit antennas 
from transmit antenna element k
a
and bearing to MS 
k
is characterized by a complex
steering factor a
kk
d

k
a
 k
d
    K
d
 k     K
 In order to clarify the meaning of
these factors let us assume that in the RP a ctitious omnidirectional transmit antenna
is placed which is fed with a signal s
 With this signal a wave launched in DOD k
d
bearing to MS 
k
generates the signal s
k
at the receive antenna output at MS 
k

 Now
if the same signal s would be fed into transmit antenna element k
a
 the wave launched
into the same DOD would generate with the complex steering factor a
kk
d

k
a
 the signal
a
kk
d

k
a

 s
k
at the receive antenna output at MS 
k

 a
kk
d

k
a
depends on the characteristic
the location and the orientation of transmit antenna element k
a
as well as on DOD k
d
leading from transmit antenna element k
a
to MS 
k

 For given values of k
d
and k the K
a
factors a
kk
d

k
a
 k
a
    K
a
 can be compiled in a column vector of dimension K
a
termed
steering vector MM GC NPK
a
kk
d

 	a
kk
d


   a
kk
d

K
a

T
 k
d
    K
d
 k     K 	

Each of the K
d
DODs leading from the RP to MS 
k
 see Fig
 
 is characterized by a
directional channel impulse response
h
kk
d

d
 	h
kk
d

d
   h
kk
d

dW

T
 k
d
    K
d
 k     K 	

of dimension W 
 With the steering factors a
kk
d

k
a
of 	
 the directional channel impulse
responses h
kk
d

d
of 	
 are related to the antenna element specic channel impulse
responses h
kk
a

a
of 	
 as follows
h
kk
a

a
 	h
kk
a

a
   h
kk
a

aW

T

K
d
X
k
d

h
kk
d

d
a
kk
d

k
a
 k
a
    K
a
 k     K 	

As shown in Fig
 
 based on 	
 the network of Fig
 
 can be broken up into three
partial networks which represent the K
a
transmit antenna elements the radio channel
and the receive antenna at MS 
k
 respectively
 In case the actually occurring number of
the relevant directional channel impulse responses is for some MS smaller than the pre
determined value K
d
 this can be considered in 	
 by setting a corresponding number
of the K
d
directional channel impulse responses h
kk
d

d
of 	
 zero for this MS

 Channels between transmitter output and receiver input
As shown in G in each TDMA burst the TDCDMA transmitter simultaneously
generates K signals see also Fig
 
 which are discernible by their individual CDMA
codes KKB
c
k
s

 	c
k
s


   c
k
s

Q

T
 k
s
    K
s
 	
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 Detailed description of the network of Fig
 

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 
 Network with K
s
input ports and K
a
output ports performing the linear combi
nation of the K signals utilizing the antenna weight vector w
k
s

of 	
 at the BS
 CDMA code pooling 
of dimension Q
 Each of these signals carries a partial data vector
d
k
s

 	d
k
s


   d
k
s

N

T
 k
s
    K
s
 	

of dimension N 
 In the case of a BS with a single omnidirectional transmit antenna
these K
s
signals would be rst added and then fed to the antenna
 If the BS employs an
antenna array of K
a
transmit antenna elements each of the K
s
signals is rst fed into one
of the K
s
input ports of a linear weighting network with K
s
input ports and K
a
output
ports see Fig
 

 At each of the K
a
output ports of this network a linear combination of
the K
s
input signals appears which is fed to the corresponding transmit antenna element

These linear combinations are determined by the K
s
signal specic weight vectors
w
k
s

 	w
k
s


   w
k
s

K
a

T
 k
s
    K
s
 	

of dimension K
a
 see Fig
 

 Each antenna weight vector w
k
s

of 	
 is assigned to one
of the K
s
signals generated by the transmitter and containing the corresponding CDMA
code c
k
s

of 	

 In order to model the transmission channel between the K
s
transmitter
outputs and the receiver input the networks of Figs
 
 and 
 have to be concatenated
as shown in Fig
 
 which results in a network with K
s
input ports and one output port

The K
a
antenna element specic channel impulse responses h
kk
a

a
of 	
 related to
MS 
k
can be arranged in the antenna element specic channel impulse response matrix
H
k
a
 	h
k
a
  h
kK
a

a
 	

Then the channel impulse response between input port k
s
and the single output port of
the network of Fig
 
 becomes with w
k
s

of 	

h
kk
s

 	h
kk
s


   h
kk
s

W

T
 H
k
a
w
k
s

 k     K k
s
    K
s
 	

This channel impulse response is termed signal specic because it is determined by the
antenna weight vector w
k
s

of 	

 The question still open is how the antenna weight
vectors w
k
s

of 	
 should be chosen in a benecial way
 This question will be answered
in Section 


 CDMA code pooling
High user data rates are required in future mobile radio systems
 As already stated in
Chapter  in TDCDMA high user data rates can be supported by assigning more than
one TDMA time slot within a TDMA frame andor more than one CDMA code within
 CDMA code pooling 
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Fig
 
 Network with K
s
input ports and one output port between the BS transmitter
and the receiver of MS 
k
this TDMA time slot to a user
 The use of multi time slot within a TDMA frame to
enable high data rate services has been considered in the General Packet Radio Service
	GPRS for GSM system which proposes to use each time slot of a frame employed by
GSM to support transmission rates as high as  kbitss AC
 CDMA code pooling
the use of more than one CDMA code within a TDMA time slot to serve a certain MS

k
 is described in the following

Suppose a BS supports K MSs 
k
 k     K in the TDCDMA downlink by
K
s
	 K 	

CDMA codes c
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of dimension Q see 	
 which form the set
C 

c

   c
k
s

   c
K
s


 	

Each of the K
s
CDMA codes c
k
s

contained in the set C of 	
 is utilized by the BS to
generate CDMA signal k
s
to be transmitted via the adaptive transmit antenna see Fig



 If CDMA code pooling is not applied there is a onetoone relation between CDMA
codes and MSs that is each of the K MSs utilizes exactly one of the K
s
CDMA codes
 CDMA code pooling 
c
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 and consequently the number K of the MSs supportable
in one TDMA time slot equals K
s

 In the case of CDMA code pooling more than one
of the K
s
CDMA codes c
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 are assigned at least to some of the
MSs 
k
 k     K
 This assignment can be described by the relation
k
s
 y	k
s
 y	k
s
  f   Kg k
s
    K
s
 	

which uniquely assigns CDMA code c
k
s

of 	
 to MS 
yk
s


 In this case by virtue of
	
 several values k
s
may lead to the same value y	k
s

 With y	k
s
 of 	
 all CDMA
codes which are used to spectrally spread the signals intended for MS 
k
 constitute the
set
C
k


 k
s
jyk
s
k

c
k
s


	

of cardinality K
k
s

 Consequently with C of 	
 and C
k
of 	
 the CDMA codes
not being of interest to MS 
k
constitute the set
C
k
 C n C
k
	

of cardinality K
s
K
k
s

 It is to see from 	
 that
K
X
k
K
k
s
 K
s
	

holds

In order to illustrate the meaning of 	
 	
 and 	
 an exemplary assign
ment of the CDMA codes to the MSs when applying CDMA code pooling is shown in Fig


 for K
s
  and K  
 Each of the four MSs is served by the BS by assigning more
than one CDMA code
 Obviously MS 


has the highest user data rates in this example

Now y	k
s
 of 	
 becomes
y	k
s
 
	








 if k
s
  
 if k
s
    
 if k
s
   
 if k
s
       
	

and C
k
 k       of 	
 takes the form
C


n
c

c

o

C


n
c

c

c
	
c


o

C
	

n
c

c

c

o

C



n
c

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c

c
	
c


c
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
c
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
o

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Fig
 
 Exemplary assignment of CDMA codes to MSs when applying CDMA code
pooling K
s
  and K  
 Data transmission
As fundamentals for treating data transmission and detection in the TDCDMA uplink
with adaptive receive antennas a number of quantities vectors matrices as well as data
detection algorithms are available Na Ste Kle Bla Pap
 In this thesis
these fundamentals are adapted in such a way that they become applicable to the TD
CDMA downlink with adaptive transmit antennas
 The notations used in this thesis are
listed in Tab
 

 Based on these notations the mathematical description of the data
transmission in the TDCDMA downlink with adaptive transmit antennas is given in this
section

With the CDMA codes c
k
s

of 	
 the CDMA code matrices
C
k
s

 	C
k
s

lw
 l      QW   w     W k
s
    K
s

C
k
s

lw


c
k
s

lw
if   l  w    Q
 else
	

of dimension 	QW  W can be formed
 Then with the CDMA code matrix C
k
s

 Data transmission 
Tab
 
 Notations
N Number of data symbols per halfburst and one CDMA code

c
k
s

CDMA code valid for CDMA signal k
s
 k
s
    K
s
 has the dimension Q 
d
k
s

Partial coded data vector conveyed by means of CDMA code c
k
s


k
s
    K
s

 d
k
s

is a N   vector

d Total coded data vector
 d is a vector which is obtained by stacking the K
s
partial coded data vectors d
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 and has the dimension NK
s
 

h
kk
s

Signal specic channel impulse response valid for CDMA signal k
s
 k
s
    K
s

and MS 
k
 k     K has the dimension W  
b
kk
s

Composite channel impulse response valid for CDMA signal k
s
 k
s
    K
s

and MS 
k
 k     K has the dimension 	Q W   
A
kk
s

Partial system matrix valid for CDMA signal k
s
 k
s
    K
s
 and MS 
k

k     K
 A
kk
s

has the dimension 	NQ W  N and is constituted
by the CDMA code c
k
s

and the signal specic channel impulse response h
kk
s

A
k
Total system matrix of the considered TDMA burst valid for MS 
k

has the dimension 	NQ W  K
s
N 

n
k
Interference representing intercell interference plus thermal noise at MS 
k


n
k
is an 	NQ W    vector
 The components of n
k
are assumed
to be independent complex Gaussian variables with variance 
k

of real and
imaginary parts

e
k
Total received signal at MS 
k

 e
k
is an 	NQ W    vector

of 	
 and the signal specic channel impulse responses h
kk
s

of 	
 the composite
channel impulse responses
b
kk
s

 C
k
s

h
kk
s

 C
k
s

H
k
a
w
k
s

 k     K k
s
    K
s
 	

of dimension QW   between input port k
s
and the output port of the network of Fig


 are obtained
 b
kk
s

of 	
 carries the partial data vectors d
k
s

of 	
 as shown
in Kle
 In contrast to the uplink case the composite channel impulse responses b
kk
s

of 	
 depend on the choice of the K
s
antenna weight vectors w
k
s

of 	

 Therefore
the performance of the TDCDMA downlink depends on the antenna weight vectors w
k
s

of 	

 With b
kk
s

of 	
 the partial system matrix
A
kk
s

 	A
kk
s

in
 i      NQ W   n      N
A
kk
s

in


b
kk
s

inQ
if   i 	n Q  Q W  
 else
	

valid for MS 
k
and CDMA signal k
s
associated with CDMA code c
k
s

of 	
 can be
formed
 A
kk
s

of 	
 has dimension 	NQ W    N 
 In Fig
 
 the structure
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Fig
 
 Structure of the partial system matrix A
kk
s

of 	
 see also Kle Na
Pap white areas zero elements
of A
kk
s

of 	
 is shown Kle Pap
 The partial system matrices A
kk
s

of 	

can be stacked to form the total system matrix
A
k
 	A
k
  A
kK
s

 	

valid for MS 
k

 A
k
of 	
 has the dimensions 	NQ W  K
s
N 

With the vectors d and n
k
introduced in Tab
 
 and with the total system matrix
A
k
of 	
 the received signal
e
k
 	A
k
  A
kK
s

d n
k
 A
k
d  n
k
	

appearing at the output of the network of Fig
 
 and consequently at the receiver
input of MS 
k
 is obtained
 For instance in the case Q equal to  W equal to  and K
a
 Data transmission 
equal to  the composite channel impulse response b
kk
s

of 	
 becomes
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Furthermore with N equal to  and K
s
equal to  the received signal e
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of 	
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 takes
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An alternative description of the partial system matrix A
kk
s

of 	
 can be ob
tained based on the channel impulse response matrix
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containing the signal specic channel impulse response h
kk
s

of 	
 and the CDMA
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containing the CDMA code c
k
s

of 	

 With  denoting the Kronecker product N
the number of symbols in each data section of the burst and I
NN
the N  N identity
matrix the CDMA code matrix
#
C
k
s

of 	
 can be expressed in the form
#
C
k
s

 I
NN
 c
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 	

Now with
#
H
kk
s

of 	
 and
#
C
k
s

of 	

A
kk
s


#
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kk
s

#
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k
s

 k     K k
s
    K
s
 	

and
A
k
 	A
k
  A
kK
s

 

#
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k
#
C

  
#
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kK
s
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#
C
K
s


 k     K 	

hold for the partial system matrix A
kk
s

of 	
 and for the total system matrix A
k
of 	
 respectively

It should be noted that for describing data transmission in the case of the uplink
only one total system matrixA of dimension K
a
	NQW K
s
N is required whereas
in the case of downlink K total system matrices A
k
 k     K of 	
 or 	
 each
of dimension 	NQ W  K
s
N are necessary

 Algorithms for determining the antenna weights
 The MC algorithm
In Section 
 the MC and MPCI algorithms have been introduced for system level
considerations
 In Sections 

 and 

 these algorithms will be derived for the link
level
 In the system level considerations of Section 
 the considered interference was
restricted to the intercell interference whereas in the present link level considereations
only intracell interference plays a role
 In the following derivations the CDMA codes
c
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 and the signal specic channel impulse responses h
kk
s

 k 
   K k
s
    K
s
of 	
 have to be taken into account

As in the system level considerations of Section 
 the main idea of the MC algorithm
is that for a given transmit power the antenna weight vectors w
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	

related to the CDMA codes c
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 assigned to MS 
k
 k     K
are chosen in such a way that the power of the corresponding CDMA signal k
s
received
 Algorithms for determining the antenna weights 
at MS 
k
is maximized LBb
 Let us assume that CDMA signal k
s
associated with
CDMA code c
k
s

of 	
 and carrying a single data symbol is fed into input port k
s
of
the network of Fig
 

 The magnitude of this data is one and the transmit antenna
elements are perfectly decoupled
 Then the total energy radiated by the K
a
transmit
antenna elements due to feeding the CDMA signal based on c
k
s

into port k
s
of the
network of Fig
 
 becomes
T
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
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
c
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
T
c
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w
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
T
w
k
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
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With the composite channel impulse response b
kk
s

of 	
 the energy of b
kk
s

of
	
 observed at the receiver input at MS 
k
becomes
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Furthermore let us assume that it is intended to serve MS 
yk
s

by sending CDMA signal
k
s
based on c
k
s

 see 	

 Then the desired energy received at MS 
yk
s

and generated
by sending this signal is obtained by setting k
s
equal to y	k
s
 in 	
 which results in
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Now the criterion proposed by the author to determine the antenna weight vectors w
k
s


k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 consists in maximizing the ratio
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of the desired received energy R
kyk
s

of 	
 to the total transmitted energy T
k
s

of
	

 The antenna weight vectors w
k
s

of 	
 can be determined by
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 arg max
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w
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For a given CDMA code c
k
s

of 	
 and a given antenna element specic channel im
pulse response matrix H
yk
s

a
of 	
 the antenna weight vector w
k
s

of 	
 which
maximizes the ratio 	
 is the eigenvector belonging to the largest eigenvalue of the
matrix Y
yk
s
k
s

in 	
 ZF
 Similar to 	
 with the restraint
w
k
s

T
w
k
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  k
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    K
s
 	

w
k
s
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 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 satisfying 	
 is uniquely determined
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 The MPCI algorithm
In contrast to the MC algorithm the MPCI algorithm aims at maximizing the pseudo
carriertointerference ratio 	CI
P
 see Section 

 In the case considered in Section


 the sum of the energies of CDMA signal k
s
transmitted by the BS to serve MS 
k
and received at other MSs 
k

 k

 k is
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According to the criterion of the MPCI algorithm for determining the antenna weight
vectors w
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 and with the relation 	
 the pseudo carrierto
interference ratio
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is to be maximized
 The antenna weight vector w
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 to be deter
mined is given by
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 arg max
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Similar to 	
 w
k
s

of 	
 satisfying 	
 is the eigenvector belonging to the ma
ximal eigenvalue of the matrix pair 	Y
yk
s
k
s

I
Y
yk
s
k
s

 ZF
 Furthermore with the
restraint 	
 w
k
s

of 	
 is uniquely determined

The determination of the antenna weight vectors w
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 with
the MC and MPCI algorithms depends not only on the antenna element specic channel
impulse response matrix H
yk
s

a
of 	
 but also on the utilized CDMA code c
k
s

of
	

 Therefore a renewed determination of w
k
s

of 	
 is required if c
k
s

of 	
 is
changed even if H
yk
s

a
of 	
 remains unaltered
 Only for CDMA codes c
k
s

of 	

with perfect autocorrelation properties which would mean that with C
k
s

of 	
 the
matrix C
k
s

T
C
k
s

would be up to a factor the identity matrix w
k
s

of 	
 would not
depend on c
k
s

of 	


	 Data detection 
	 Data detection
 Introduction
In general for CDMAbased systems data detection schemes can be divided into
 singleuser detection 	SUD schemes and
 multiuser detection 	MUD schemes

The SUD schemes need no information regarding the other simultaneously active interfer
ing users in the system and are often implemented by matched lters 	MF Pro
 The
MUD schemes can be divided into interference cancellation 	IC and joint detection 	JD

The rst category is characterized by the regeneration and subtraction of the estimated
data and consists of three subcategories
 Successive Interference Cancellation 	SIC DGE PH PHb PHa Vit
WBOW
 Parallel Interference Cancellation 	PIC VA YKI DSR BN WOWB
and
 Hybrid Interference Cancellation 	HIC Sun KA

In JD the front of the receiver is traditionally a bank of MF lters followed by lters that
perform linear algorithms Kle BBNS PV KA which are usually computa
tionally expensive due to complex matrix calculations and inversions
 JD can be divided
into three subcategories
 Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimator 	MLSE Ver
 Zero Forcing Block Linear Equalizer 	ZFBLE KB KKB KKB and
 Minimum Mean Square Error detector 	MMSE RB

In this thesis JD performed by ZFBLE is considered
 Therefore the terms JD and
ZFBLE are used synonymously in the following

	 Data detection 
 Conventional joint detection
According to 	
 and 	
 the signal e
k
received at MS 
k
 k     K is a linear
combination of the CDMA signals transmitted by the BS to MS 
k
and the other CDMA
signals also transmitted by the same BS to serve the other MSs 
k

 k

 k but received
at MS 
k
 and the intercell interference characterized by n
k
 see Tab
 

 Following
	
 the signal e
k
received at MS 
k
can be written as
e
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 	

Furthermore with the relation 	
 describing the assignment of CDMA codes c
k
s

of
	
 to MS 
k
 k     K the signal e
k
of 	
 received at MS 
k
can be rewritten
in the form
e
k

X
k
s
jyk
s
k
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kk
s

d
k
s


X
k
s
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s
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k
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
d
k
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
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where the rst term
P
k
s
jyk
s
k
A
kk
s

d
k
s

on the right side of 	
 is the sum of the
desired CDMA signals and the second term
P
k
s
jyk
s
k
A
kk
s

d
k
s

on the right site of 	

is the sum of the undesired CDMA signals received at MS 
k


As stated in Chapter  the term conventional JD means that not only the CDMA
signals transmitted by the BS for MS 
k
 but also the CDMA signals transmitted for all
the other MSs 
k

 k

 k supported by the same BS and received at MS 
k
are jointly
detected at MS 
k

 When performing conventional JD with the covariance matrix
R
k
n
 E
n
n
k
n
k

T
o
 k     K 	

of n
k
in 	
 the estimate
%
d  	A
k
T
R
k

n
A
k


A
k

T
R
k

n
 z 
M
k
e
k
 dM
k
n
k
 d n
k
out
	

of the total coded data vector d see Tab
 
 is obtained at the receiver output of MS 
k
Kle
 The JD process is transparent for the total coded data vector d in 	

 The
eect of the JD process is to transform the input intercell interference vector n
k
to the
output intercell interference vector n
k
out
according to Kle Pap
 This transformation
depends on the matrix M
k
in 	
 containing the information on the CDMA codes
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c
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 the antenna weight vectors w
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 and
the signal specic channel impulse responses h
kk
s

 k     K k
s
    K
s
 of 	

but not on the kind of the channel encoder the interleaving and the modulation

The application of JD in TDCDMA mobile radio systems considerably enhances
system performance by eliminating intracell interference Kle
 However the power of
n
k
out
in 	
 at the output of the joint detector at MS 
k
is increased when performing
JD
 This eect can be quantied by the SNR degradation  of the JD
 According to
Kle the SNR degradation
 

MF

JD
	

is dened as the ratio of the SNR 
MF
at the output of the matched lter to the SNR

JD
at the output of the joint detector
 As shown in Kle within the burst the SNR
degradation diers from one symbol to another symbol
 With 

ii
designating the ith
diagonal element of the matrix brackets and with A
k
of 	
 the SNR degradation 
k
i
valid for ith symbol of d in 	
 at the output of the joint detector at MS 
k
becomes
Kle

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T
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	A
k
T
A
k


ii
 i     K
s
N k     K 	

The center symbol of all N symbols related to CDMA code c
k
s

of 	
 has the largest
SNR degradation Kle BWW which is given by

kk
s

 diag	A
k
T
A
k

Nk
s
N
diag	A
k
T
A
k


Nk
s
N

k     K k
s
    K
s
 	

The SNR degradations 
kk
s

of 	
 will be investigated in Section 
 in detail

An approximate formula to estimate the SNR degradation  of 	
 is provided in
BWW
 With the number K
s
of the CDMA signals included in the JD process and the
dimension Q of the CDMA codes c
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 also referred to as processing
gain the SNR degradations  of 	
 can be approximated by
 
Q 
QK
s
 
 K
s
  Q 	 K
s
 	

For a given Q the SNR degradation  of 	
 decreases as K
s
decreases
 This means that
the smaller the number K
s
of CDMA signals included in the JD process is the smaller
the SNR degradation  of 	
 is and consequently the better the system performance
becomes
 In Fig
 
 the SNR degradation  of 	
 is shown versus the number K
s
of the CDMA signals included in the JD process with Q  
 It is observed that if
the system is fully loaded this means K
s
 Q   the SNR degradation  of 	
 is

dB whereas  of 	
 is only 
dB for K
s
 
 This is one of the observations
leading to PJD which is discussed in the next section

	 Data detection 
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Fig
 
  of 	
 versus K
s
 Q  
 Partial Joint Detection 	PJD

As mentioned in Chapter  if adaptive transmit antennas are utilized at the BS trans
mitted CDMA signals not being of interest to a certain MS 
k
arrive with a more or
less reduced power at this MS because of the spatial selectivity enabled by the adaptive
transmit antennas
 From this viewpoint PJD is taken into account in which at MS 
k
only a subset of all transmitted CDMA signals of course including those being of interest
to MS 
k
 that is
P
k
s
jyk
s
k
A
kk
s

d
k
s

in 	
 are jointly detected
 In this case as
opposed to conventional JD two eects occur
 Because not all K
s
CDMA signals are included in the JD process at MS 
k
 the
intercell interference enhancement quantied by SNR degradation  of 	
 is
reduced see also Fig
 


 A subset of the undesired CDMA signals that is a part of the signals
P
k
s
jyk
s
k
A
kk
s

d
k
s

in 	
 excluded from the JD process now emerges as an
additional intracell interference

As shown in LBb the rst benecial eect has more and more advantages over the
second detrimental eect as the number K
a
of transmit antenna elements is increased


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This is due to the fact that the power of the additional intracell interfering CDMA signals
coming up by being excluded from the JD process when performing PJD becomes smaller
with increasing K
a

 However the question is how many and which of the undesired
CDMA signals
P
k
s
jyk
s
k
A
kk
s

d
k
s

in 	
 should be excluded from the JD process at
MS 
k
in order to maximize the eective SNIR
 This question will be answered in the
next section


 SNIR optimization in PJD
 Eective noise plus interference power in PJD
It is desirable to concisely designate among all CDMA codes c
k
s

 C
k
 see 	
 those
CDMA codes the CDMA signals of which should be includednot included in the PJD
process at a certain MS 
k
 k     K
 To this purpose to each of the K
s
K
k
s
CDMA
codes c
k
s

of 	
 being the basis for a CDMA signal undesired at MS 
k
a coecient

kk
s

is assigned
 The superscript k
s
of the coecients 
kk
s

can take the values
k
s
 f   K
s
gjy	k
s
  k 	

The values of the coecients 
kk
s

are determined as follows

kk
s


	






 if the CDMA signal k
s
related to CDMA code c
k
s

is included in PJD at MS 
k

 else
	

The noise power at the receiver input of MS 
k
 which represents the intercell inter
ference in an interference limited cellular system see Section 
 is designated as 
k


see Tab
 

 For each pair of a CDMA code c
k
s

of 	
 and a MS 
k
a composite chan
nel impulse response b
kk
s

of 	
 is determined by the CDMA code c
k
s

of 	
 the
antenna weight vector w
k
s

of 	
 with which the CDMA signals generated at the BS
are fed to the K
a
BS transmit antenna elements see Fig
 
 and the antenna element
specic channel impulse response h
kk
a

a
of 	
 of the radio channels between the BS
transmit antenna element k
a
and the receive antenna of MS 
k
LBb
 Now with the
coecients 
kk
s

of 	
 and the symbolism
X
 k
s
jyk
s
k

 
 
 
X
undes

 
 
 	
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&undes& stands for undesired and under the assumption that each transmitted symbol
has the magnitude one the noise plus interference power at the receiver input of MS 
k
can be expressed as
N
k
in
 
k



Q
X
undes

kk
s




b
kk
s





 	

The terms 
k

and

Q
P
undes

kk
s




b
kk
s





on the right side of 	
 represent the intercell
interference power and the intracell interference power respectively
 The total number of
CDMA signals included in the PJD process at MS 
k
is
#
K
k
s
 K
s

X
undes

kk
s

	 K
k
s
 	

Due to the intercell interference enhancement quantied by the SNR degradation  of
	
 when performing PJD the eective noise plus interference power N
k

at the
receiver input of MS 
k
is larger than N
k
in
of 	

 As mentioned in Section 

 
can be approximated by 	

 Through substituting K
s
in 	
 by
#
K
k
s
of 	
 the
SNR degradation 
k
valid for MS 
k
 k     K can be expressed as

k

Q  
Q 
#
K
s
k

Q 
Q K
s

P
undes

kk
s

 	

With N
k
in
of 	
 and 
k
of 	
 the eective noise plus interference power at the
receiver input of MS 
k
becomes
N
k

 
k
N
k
in

Q 
Q  K
s

P
undes

kk
s



k



Q
X
undes

kk
s




b
kk
s






 	

It is observed from 	
 that if more and more of the CDMA signals not being of interest
to MS 
k
are excluded from the PJD process performed at MS 
k
 
k
of 	
 decreases
and N
k
in
of 	
 increases
 This is the quantitative manifestation of the benecial and
detrimental eects respectively mentioned in Section 



With the input SNR

kk
s


jb
kk
s

j

Q
k

 k
s
    K
s
 k     K 	

valid for CDMA signal k
s
associated with CDMA code c
k
s

of 	
 and received at MS

k
the normalized eective noise plus interference power
N
k
 N
k


k


Q 
Q K
s

P
undes

kk
s


 
X
undes

kk
s


kk
s


	

at the receiver input of MS 
k
can be obtained from 	
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 Maximizing the SNIR
In the previous section the normalized eective noise plus interference power N
k
 k 
   K of 	
 at the receiver input of MS 
k
 k     K has been described for the
case when PJD is applied
 Now a procedure for maximizing the SNIR will be presented
in this section
 The maximization of the SNIR at the receiver input of MS 
k
mentioned
in Section 

 as the goal of the investigations in the present section is equivalent to
minimizing N
k
of 	
 by excluding a suitable subset of the K
s
K
k
s
CDMA signals
not being of interest to MS 
k
from the PJD process performed at MS 
k

 However
the question is how this subset should be composed
 This question can be solved by
analyzing the structure of N
k
of 	
 which leads to the following observation Let
us start with including the selection of K
s
K
k
s
CDMA signals not being of interest to
MS 
k
in the JD process performed at MS 
k

 If in the following step one element of
this selection should be additionally excluded from the JD process this element should
always be the undesired CDMA signal with the smallest 
kk
s

of 	

 Doing so if it is
possible to reduce N
k
of 	
 at all the maximum conceivable decrease of N
k
can be
achieved
 Based on this observation a procedure for determining the optimum subset can
be established see Fig
 

 To this purpose the K
s
 K
k
s
CDMA signals not being of
interest to MS 
k
are sorted in ascending order of their 
kk
s

of 	

 The designation
i 
X
undes

kk
s

	

for the number of excluded undesired CDMA signals and N
k
	i for the corresponding
normalized eective noise plus interference power N
k
of 	
 when excluding the rst i
CDMA signals of the sorted list from JD process at MS 
k
of 	
 are introduced
 Then
the optimum subset of undesired CDMA signals to be excluded from the JD process at
MS 
k
can be determined as follows

 Set i   and calculate N
k
	


 Set i  i  and calculate N
k
	i


 Compare N
k
	i with N
k
	i 


 If N
k
	i  N
k
	i  is true then return to step  otherwise i  is the number
of undesired CDMA signals which form the subset to be determined

Concerning the procedure for determining the optimum subset of undesired CDMA
signals to be excluded from the PJD process to maximize the SNIR at MS 
k
 see Fig
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Fig
 
 Procedure to determine the CDMA signals undesired and to be excluded from
the JD process at MS 
k

 there may be a question why the procedure can be immediately nished when the
value of N
k
	i larger than that of N
k
	i  
 In the other words are there any local
minimums in the optimum process
 In order to answer this question and in order to prove
the correctness of the procedure a mathematical analysis is given in what follows

As mentioned above at the beginning of the procedure the K
s
K
k
s
CDMA signals
not being of interest to MS 
k
are sorted with respect to 
kk
s

of 	
 in ascending order

For notational convenience the sorted input SNRs 
kk
s

valid for the corresponding
received CDMA signals associated with CDMA codes c
k
s

of 	
 but not being of
interest to MS 
k
are given by 
k
	i i     K
s
K
k
s
with the relation

k
	i   
k
	i  
k
	i  i     K
s
K
k
s
 	

With N
k
of 	
 at the receiver input of MS 
k
 the normalized eective noise plus
interference power
N
k
	i  
Q  
Q K
s
 i 
	 
i
X
j

k
	j 	
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valid for the 	ith step of the procedure the normalized eective noise plus interference
power
N
k
	i 
Q 
Q K
s
 i
	 
i
X
j

k
	j 	

valid for the ith step of the procedure and the normalized eective noise plus interference
power
N
k
	i  
Q 
Q K
s
 i  
	 
i
X
j

k
	j 	

valid for the 	ith step of the procedure are obtained respectively
 In order to answer
the question mentioned above let us assume that
N
k
	i  N
k
	i  	

holds
 Now it should be proved whether
N
k
	i   N
k
	i 	

is possible or not

First suppose that 	
 is possible
 Then after doing some mathematical calcula
tions by plugging 	
 	
 and 	
 into 	
 and 	


k
	i 
 
i
P
j

k
	j
Q K
s
 i 
 	

and

k
	i   
 
i
P
j

k
	j
Q K
s
 i
	

hold
 Substituting 	
 and 	
 into 	
 yields
 
i
P
j

k
	j
Q K
s
 i 
 z 
X
 
k
	i  
k
	i   
 
i
P
j

k
	j
Q K
s
 i
 z 
Y
 	

Following 	
 the dierence
Y X 
	Q K
s
 i 	 
i
P
j

k
	j 	Q K
s
 i	 
i
P
j

k
	j
	Q  K
s
 i 	Q K
s
 i

	Q K
s
 i
k
	i 	 
i
P
j

k
	j
	Q  K
s
 i 	Q K
s
 i
	
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between Y and X in 	
 should be larger than zero
 Therefore

k
	i 
 
i
P
j

k
	j
Q  K
s
 i
	

must be satised
 Compare 	
 with 	
 we have

k
	i  
k
	i   	

which is incompatible with 	

 Therefore 	
 cannot be hold if 	
 holds
 This
means that there is only a global minimum in the optimum procedure
 In consequence
the SNIR maximizing procedure can be immediately terminated if the N
k
	i is larger
than N
k
	i 

 Example
In this section a simple but nevertheless illustrative example for the application of the
SNIR maximization procedure developed in Section 

 is given
 In this example it will
be studied how N
k
of 	
 depends on the number i see 	
 of CDMA signals not
being of interest to MS 
k
and excluded from the PJD process at this MS
 To perform the
procedure for maximizing the SNIR at a certain MS 
k
 see Fig
 
 only the knowledge
of the input intercell interference power 
k

 see Tab
 
 and of the composite channel
impulse responses b
kk
s

of 	
 is required at MS 
k
 whereas knowledge about the
antenna system utilized at the BS is not needed
 The knowledge required at MS 
k
can
be readily obtained from the channel estimates Ste which are anyhow required at MS

k

 In the case of time variant channels the described procedure has to be run through
anew in each TDCDMA burst
 In dierent bursts the subset of CDMA signals not being
of interest to MS 
k
and not included in the PJD process may dier depending on the
composite channel impulse responses b
kk
s

of 	
 of the undesired CDMA signals and
the intercell interference power power 
k

 see Tab
 


With the symbolism
X
 k
s
jyk
s
k

 
 
 
X
des

 
 
 	

&des& stands for desired and with the input SNRs 
kk
s

of 	
 the SNRs

k
des


K
k
s
X
des

kk
s


P
des
jb
kk
s

j

Q
k

K
k
s
	
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Tab
 
 Values of jb
k
s

j

valid for CDMA codes c

   c

at MS 

jb
k
s

j

k
s
      
 
 
 

k
s
      
 
 
 

at the input of the joint detector averaged over the K
k
s
CDMA signals received and being
of interest to MS 
k
are given
 Now the ratio
r
k

	
P
undes
jb
kk
s

j

	K
s
K
k
s

	
P
des
jb
kk
s

j

K
k
s
	

of the average energies of the composite channel impulse responses b
kk
s

of 	
 of
CDMA signals not being of interest and being of interest to MS 
k
 respectively is in
troduced
 r
k
of 	
 is termed signal separation ratio
 Because of the use of adaptive
transmit antennas at the BS r
k
of 	
 is between one and zero and decreases with
increasing number K
a
of transmit antenna elements LBb
 Therefore r
k
of 	
 is
a measure for the signal separation oered by the use of adaptive transmit antennas

It is assumed in this example that the values of 
k
des
of 	
 and of the quantities
jb
kk
s

j

of the composite channel impulse responses b
kk
s

of 	
 belonging to the
CDMA signals not being of interest to MS 
k
are known at MS 
k

 Then with 
k
des
of
	
 and r
k
of 	
 the received intercell interference power can be determined as

k


P
undes
jb
kk
s

j

Q
k
des
r
k
	K
s
K
k
s

 	

With 
k

of 	
 and the quantities jb
kk
s

j

of the CDMA signals not being of interest
to MS 
k
the eective noise plus interference power N
k

of 	
 and consequently
the normalized eective noise plus interference power N
k
of 	
 can be determined
depending on the value i of 	


In what follows with the average input SNR 
k
des
of 	
 of the CDMA signals being
of interest to MS 
k
as a parameter it will be shown how N
k
of 	
 depends on the
number i see 	
 of CDMA signals not being of interest to MS 
k
and excluded from
the PJD process at MS 
k

 In the simulations the values
K   K
s
  r

 
K

s
 K

s
 K
s
   	
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Fig
 
 N

of 	
 versus the number i of 	
 of undesired CDMA signals excluded
from the JD process at MS 

 parameter 

des
of 	

are assumed where the rst eight CDMA codes c

   c

are assigned to MS 


 Fur
thermore it is assumed that jb
k
s

j

 k
s
      take the values given in Tab
 


For this case N

of 	
 is depicted versus i of 	
 in Fig
 
 with 

des
of 	

as a parameter
 The graphics in Fig
 
 show that for large values of 

des
all undesired
CDMA signals should be included in the JD process at MS 
k
 whereas for small values
of 

des
all these signals should be excluded from the JD process
 For intermediate values
of 

des
 in the case of Fig
 
 for instance for 

des
equal to dB and dB N

of 	

becomes minimum for a certain value of i between zero and eight

 Critical input SNR
A procedure to optimize the SNIR at the input of the joint detector of a certain MS

k
when performing PJD was introduced in the previous section
 It can be seen from
	
 that in order to implement the procedure at MS 
k
 the signal specic channel
impulse responses h
kk
s

of 	
 and the CDMA codes c
k
s

of 	
 related to all undesired
CDMA signals should be known at MS 
k

 In the case of the downlink all CDMA signals
transmitted by the BS from transmit antenna element k
a
to MS 
k
travel over the common

 SNIR optimization in PJD 
channel characterized by the antenna element specic channel impulse response h
kk
a

a
of
	

 However the signal specic channel impulse responses h
kk
s

of 	
 dier from one
CDMA signal to another CDMA signal due to the dierent antenna weight vectors w
k
s

of 	
 see 	

 Therefore at each MS 
k
channel estimation should be performed for
both desired and undesired CDMA signals in order to perform the procedure to optimize
the SNIR
 This observation leads to increase the complexity of the signal processing at
MS 
k

 To avoid this increase of complexity a suboptimal approach is considered in
which all K
s
 K
k
s
undesired CDMA signals arriving at MS 
k
are excluded from the
JD process
 In this case see the example given in Fig
 
 the normalized eective
noise plus interference power N
k
of 	
 at MS 
k
can be larger or smaller than that
obtained by applying conventional JD depending on the average input SNR 
k
des
of 	


The objective of this section is to theoretically determine a critical input SNR 
k
crit
 below
which the normalized eective noise plus interference power N
k
of 	
 is smaller than
that obtained by applying conventional JD at MS 
k

 To this purpose two extreme cases
are considered in what follows
 First all K
s
K
k
s
CDMA signals not being of interest to MS 
k
 k     K are
included in the JD process at MS 
k
 which is the case of conventional JD and is
termed case  in what follows

 Second all K
s
 K
k
s
CDMA signals not being of interest to MS 
k
 k     K
are excluded from the JD process at MS 
k

 This is termed case  in the following

According to 	
 with
P
des
of 	
 the values of
X
des

kk
s



 	case 
K
s
K
k
s
	case 
	

for cases  and  can be determined
 Then following 	
 	
 and 	
 the nor
malized eective noise plus interference power is
N
k

	


Q   	case 
Q 
Q K
k
s
	  r
k
	K
s
K
k
s

k
des
 	case 
	

With the values of KK
s
 K

s
given in 	
 the normalized eective noise plus interfer
ence power N

of 	
 is shown versus 

des
of 	
 in Fig
 
 for both case  and
case  mentioned above
 The parameter of the curves for case  is the signal separation
ratio r

of 	

 From the gure it is observed that there is an intersection point
between the curve obtained for case  and each of the curves obtained for case  which

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 
 N

of 	
 versus 

des
of 	
 parameter r

of 	

corresponds to a r

of 	
 in the range of 
 to 
 The value 

des
of 	
 corre
sponding to each of the intersection points is dened as the critical input SNR 

crit
valid
for MS 


 

crit
decreases with increasing r


 For values 

des
below 

crit
the normalized
eective noise plus interference power N

of 	
 obtained for case  is lower than that
obtained for case 
 Furthermore in the case of perfect separation i
e
 r

equal to zero
N

obtained for case  would not depend on the input SNR 

des
and is approximately
dB lower than that obtained for case 

Now an analytical analysis for determining the critical input SNRs 
k
crit
 k     K
is presented
 First with the input SNRs 
k
des
of 	
 and the eective noise plus inter
ference powers N
k

of 	
 the SNIRs

k
out


k
des
Q
N
k


	
P
des
jb
kk
s

j

K
k
s
N
k

 k     K 	


 SNIR optimization in PJD 
at the output of the joint detector at MS 
k
are introduced
 Then when case  is
considered according to 	
 and 	
 the input SNIRs

kk
s


jb
kk
s

j

Q
k

 	
P
undes
jb
kk
s

j



jb
kk
s

j

Q
k

 r
k
	K
s
K
k
s
	
P
des
jb
kk
s

j

K
k
s
	

valid for the desired CDMA signals associated with the CDMA codes c
k
s

of 	
 re
ceived at MS 
k
are given by taking the additional intracell interference into account
 By
substituting 	
 and 	
 in 	
 the output SNIRs of 	
 become

k
out

	
P
des
jb
kk
s

j

K
k
s
Q
k

 r
k
	K
s
K
k
s
	
P
des
jb
kk
s

j

K
k
s
Q
Q K
k
s
Q 
 	

For case  the output SNIRs of 	
 take the form

k
out

	
P
des
jb
kk
s

j

K
k
s
Q
k

Q
Q  K
s
Q 
 	

From 	
 and 	
 follows the abscissa value

k
crit


	QK
s
 r
k
 k     K 	

at which the plots of the two functions 	
 and 	
 intersect
 For xed values of
Q and K
s
 
k
crit
of 	
 increases with decreasing r
k
of 	

 If Q and K
s
attain the
same value 
k
crit
of 	
 becomes reciprocal to r
k

 If r
k
is assumed to be one 
k
crit
is
dB in this case

In Fig
 
 
k
out
of 	
 and 	
 for cases  and  respectively are depicted versus

k
des
of 	
 with K
k
s
as parameter
 r
k
 K
s
and Q are assumed to be 
  and 
respectively
 The intersection point of the two functions 	
 and 	
 is independent
of K
k
s
and occurs at a critical SNR 
k
crit
 dB
 For values 
k
des
of 	
 below 
k
crit
of
	
 
k
out
of 	
 obtained for case  is larger than 
k
out
of 	
 obtained for case 

In Figs
 
 and 
 
k
out
of 	
 and 	
 for cases  and  respectively are
depicted versus 
k
des
of 	
 with K
k
s
as parameter
 The gures are valid for K
s
 
Q   and K
k
s
 
 Fig
 
 holds for r
k
of 	
 varying from 
 to 
 with
an increment of 
 and Fig
 
 for r
k
of 	
 varying from 
 to  with an
increment of 

 As to be expected Figs
 
 and 
 show that 
k
crit
of 	
 increases
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s
  Q   r
k
  
parameter K
k
s
with decreasing r
k
of 	

 For a given value of 
k
des
of 	
 
k
out
of 	
 for case
 improves with decreasing r
k
of 	
 which can be achieved by utilizing adaptive
transmit antennas with increasing K
a

 In the extreme situation of a vanishing r
k
 i
e

r
k
equal to zero 
k
out
of 	
 for case  is always approximately dB higher than 
k
out
of 	
 for case 

 Ecient simulation concept
 Introduction
As stated in Section 
 one of the standard performance criteria in mobile radio systems
is the BER
 Some data service applications require BERs not greater than 

 whereas
other applications such as digitized voice in mobile radio systems will tolerate BERs as
high as 
	

 The traditional method to investigate the BER performance of mobile
radio systems is by means of computer simulations such as the wellknown MonteCarlo
Simulation Na Kle
 As the main disadvantage of this method a large number of
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 E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experiments should be accomplished which require computationally expensive matrix cal
culations and inversions
 In this section an ecient simulation method for investigating
the coded BER performance both for conventional JD and PJD in the TDCDMA down
link utilizing a single omnidirectional transmit antenna or adaptive transmit antennas is
introduced

 Estimating the coded BER for the case of using a single
omnidirectional transmit antenna
When using a single omnidirectional transmit antenna at the BS in the TDCDMA down
link no spatial selectivity is available
 This means that the power of the transmitted
CDMA signals not being of interest to a certain MS 
k
 k     K and received at this
MS cannot be reduced
 Under the assumption that the undesired CDMA signals arrive at
MS 
k
with nearly the same powers as compared with that of the desired CDMA signals
conventional JD has to be taken into account to perform data detection
 The concept
developed to eciently estimate the coded BER in this case is summarized as follows
 First the SNR degradations 
kk
s

of 	
 valid for all CDMA signals k
s
being of
interest to MS 
k
are determined by utilizing
 either the approximation given by 	
 or
 the exact expression given by 	


 With the input SNRs 
kk
s

of 	
 valid for all CDMA signals being of interest
to MS 
k
and received at MS 
k
 the corresponding output SNRs

kk
s

out

jb
kk
s

j

Q
k

Q

kk
s

	

are calculated

 As introduced in Ste with T
c
 B andM being the chip duration the bandwidth
of a partial frequency band and the size of the data symbol alphabet the output
SNRs 
kk
s

out
of 	
 can be converted into the bit related SNRs
	
E
b
N


kk
s


T
c
B
R
c
log

M

kk
s

out
 k     K k
s
    K
k
s
 	

Then according to Friedrichss formula Fri the coded BER valid for each desired
CDMA signal k
s
related to CDMA code c
k
s

 k
s
    K
k
s
 of 	
 received at
MS 
k
can be calculated by
P
kk
s

b
 exp	R
c
d
f

	
E
b
N


kk
s

 k     K k
s
    K
k
s
 	

with R
c
and d
f
being the coding rate the free distance of the utilized FEC encoder
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 Finally with
P
des
of 	
 the coded BER
"
P
k
b

P
des
P
kk
s

b
K
k
s
 k     K 	

averaged over all CDMA signals associated with the CDMA codes c
k
s

 k
s

   K
k
s
 of 	
 being of interest to MS 
k
and received at MS 
k
 is obtained

In Section 

 the coded BER performance obtained by this simulation concept will be
shown and compared with that obtained by conventional simulation method

 Estimating the coded BER for the case of using adaptive
transmit antennas
On the whole the ecient simulation concept to estimate the average coded BER
"
P
k
b
at
MS 
k
when using adaptive transmit antennas is analogous to that when using a single
omnidirectional transmit antennas at the BS as introduced in Section 


 However
when using adaptive transmit antennas PJD is considered to perform the data detection
at MS 
k
 k     K which results in an additional intracell interference see Section 


Therefore in contrast to the simulation concept introduced in Section 

 for K
a
 
when using adaptive transmit antennas instead of the input SNRs 
kk
s

of 	
 the
input SNIRs 
kk
s

of 	
 should be taken into account

The estimation of the average coded BER
"
P
k
b
at MS 
k
when using adaptive transmit
antennas at the BS is performed as follows
 First the signal separation ratio r
k
of 	
 is determined and the input SNIRs

kk
s

of 	
 are calculated

 Then the SNR degradations 
kk
s

are either estimated by the approximate formula
see 	
 or calculated by using the exact expression 	


 Next with the 
kk
s

of 	
 the SNIRs

kk
s

out


kk
s

Q

kk
s


jb
kk
s

j

Q
Q
k

 r
k
	K
s
K
k
s
	
P
des
jb
kk
s

j

K
k
s

kk
s

	

at the output of the JD at MS 
k
valid for the CDMA signals related to the CDMA
codes c
k
s

 k
s
    K
k
s
 of 	
 being of interest to this MS are calculated
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 Finally using 	
 the coded BER P
kk
s

b
valid for the CDMA signals related to
the CDMA codes c
k
s

 k
s
    K
k
s
 of 	
 being of interest to MS 
k
and
received at MS 
k
 and using 	
 the coded BER
"
P
k
b
averaged over all CDMA
signals being of interest to MS 
k
are obtained

The introduced ecient simulation concept will be assessed in the next section

 Simulation results and discussions
 Considered simulation parameters
In this section comprehensive simulation results and discussions concerning link level
considerations when using adaptive transmit antennas in the TDCDMA downlink will
be presented
 The considered directional channel models are the modied GPP channel
model derived from GPP channel model see Section 

 and the scattering point based
directional channel model see Section 


 As stated in Section 
 the modied GPP
channel model is suitable to investigate and analyze the eect of cochannel interference
resulting from multiuser scenarios in link level simulations whereas the scattering point
based directional channel model is considered in link level simulations to study the concept
CDMA code pooling
 The remaining simulation parameters are described as follows
 K
s
equal to  real binary orthogonal codes a
k
s

of dimension Q equal to  are
generated by element wise multiplication of each of the  Walsh functions of length
 by the same random sequence 	                
   
T

 From the elements a
k
s

q
 q     Q of a
k
s

the Q elements of c
k
s

of 	
 are obtained according to G
c
k
s

q
 	j
q
a
k
s

q
 q      Q 	

 The same convolutional FEC encoder of coding rate
R
c



	

and constraint length
K
c
  	

is used for each of the K
s
CDMA signals
 The corresponding generator polynome
	octal is 	 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 The data modulation is QPSK with the elements of the coded partial data vectors
d
k
s

 see Tab
 
 having magnitude one
 Gray coding is used when mapping the
binary output symbols of the FEC encoder on the QPSK symbols

 The elements of the intercell interference vector n
k
 see Tab
 
 are assumed
to be independent complex Gaussian variables with variance 
k

of their real and
imaginary parts

 The carrier frequency is
f

  GHz 	

the chip rate is
f
c
  MChips 	

and the bandwidth of the partial frequency band see Fig
 
 is
B   MHz 	

 Uniform linear arrays 	ULA are considered as the multielement transmit antennas
utilized at BSs
 The distance between adjacent array elements is one half of the
carrier wavelength 

The chosen value of the chip rate f
c
of 	
 corresponds to the low chip rate mode
recently agreed upon by GPP G
 However the value of the chip rate f
c
of 	
 is
of minor importance with respect to the basic investigations performed in this thesis

In Section 

 the inuence of the MC and MPCI algorithms for determining the
antenna weight vectors w
k
s

of 	
 and the other simulation parameters such as the
angular spread  and the angular separation  see Section 

 on the generated
antenna patterns is investigated
 The signal separation eect enabled by utilizing adaptive
transmit antennas is investigated in Section 


 Moreover transmit power reduction
achieved by adaptive transmit antennas is discussed in Section 


 Finally the coded
BER performance is investigated in Section 


 Tab
 
 brings an overview of the
gures presenting simulation results

 Antenna patterns
For comparison purposes the inuence of the MC and MPCI algorithms introduced in
Section 
 on the antenna patterns is investigated for an isolated cell
 In the simulations
 Simulation results and discussions 
Tab
 
 Overview of gures presenting simulation results
Investigated inuence Fig

Antenna patterns
Algorithm for determining antenna weight vectors w
k
s

of 	
 
 and 

Angular spread  see Fig
 
 
 and 

Number K
a
of transmit antenna elements 
 
 and 

Signal separation
Angular separation  see Fig
 
 

Angular spread  see Fig
 
 

Transmit power reduction
Angular spread  see Fig
 
 

the number K
a
of the transmit antenna elements is chosen equal to eight and the number
K of the active MSs is eight
 Furthermore the modied GPP channel model see Section


 is considered
 The angular spread  pertaining to each MS 
k
 k       see Fig


 is assumed to be 


 Figs
 
 and 
 show antenna patterns generated by the
MC and MPCI algorithms see Section 

 The eight MSs 
k
 k       are uniformly
spaced over the angular domain  equal to 

and 

in the case of Fig
 
 and Fig


 respectively
 In order to arrange the multiuser scenario symmetrically to the line
vertically to the RD see Fig
 
 the DOD towards the desired MS is set to be 

in
Fig
 
 and 

in Fig
 

 From the gures the following conclusions can be drawn
 In general the signal separation eect oered by the MPCI algorithm is better than
that oered by the MC algorithm

 When applying the MPCI algorithm the main lobe may not exactly point towards
the desired MS see Fig
 


The inuence of the angular spread  see Section 

 on the antenna patterns
generated by the MC algorithm is shown in dB in Figs
 
 and 
 respectively
 The
two MSs 

and 

are spaced with azimuths 

and 

 respectively
 Fig
 
 holds
for   

and Fig
 
 for   


 From the gures the following conclusions are
obtained
 In general the signal separation eect becomes better with decreasing 

 With increasing  the width of the main lobe towards the desired MS becomes larger
and the main lobe is shifted away from the DOD of the desired MS
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 Additionally the gains of the side lobes become larger with increasing 

The reason for this is due to the overlaps of the associated directions in terms of 
kk
e

of 	
 of the two MSs 

and 

when  increasing see Section 



Now the inuence of K
a
on the antenna patterns is investigated
 With the same
simulation parameters used in Fig
 
 the antenna patterns for K
a
  and K
a
  are
shown in dB in Figs
 
 and 
 respectively
 As compared with the antenna pattern
for K
a
  shown in Fig
 
 the following conclusions can be drawn
 In general the signal separation eect becomes better with increasing K
a


 With increasing K
a
the width of the main lobe towards the desired MS and the
gains of the side lobes become smaller

 Signal separation
In this section the inuence of the angular separation  and of the angular spread 
see Fig
 
 on the signal separation ratio r
k
of 	
 are quantitatively investigated
when using the MC algorithm

First the investigation focuses on 
 r

of 	
 valid for MS 

versus K
a
with
 as parameter is shown in Fig
 

 Following conclusions can be obtained from the
gure
 In general r

of 	
 becomes smaller with increasing K
a
 if  is kept un
changed

 r

of 	
 becomes smaller with increasing 

Fig
 
 shows the inuence of  on r

of 	
 valid for MS 


 Following
conclusions are obtained
 In general r

of 	
 becomes smaller with increasing K
a
 if  is kept unchanged

 r

of 	
 becomes smaller with decreasing 

In summary with increasing  andor with decreasing  andor with increasing K
a
r
k
of 	
 becomes smaller
 Consequently the powers of the undesired CDMA signals
received at a certain MS 
k
decrease
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 Transmit power reduction
As stated in Chapter  in addition to oering the signal separation adaptive transmit
antennas also tender the possibility of transmit power reduction and consequently reduce
the total cochannel interference
 This potential enabled by adaptive transmit antennas
will be quantitatively studied in this section

Obviously in order to generate a certain desired power R
kk
s

of 	
 of CDMA
signal k
s
related to CDMA code c
k
s

of 	
 and received at MS 
k
 a certain power
T
k
s

of 	
 associated with this CDMA code has to be transmitted by the BS
 Let us
assume that the term T
k
s


is the required transmit power associated with CDMA code
c
k
s

of 	
 used to generate the corresponding CDMA signal k
s
to serve a certain MS

k
 if a single omnidirectional antenna i
e
 K
a
  is utilized at the BS
 When applying
CDMA code pooling see Section 
 with the symbolism
P
des
of 	
 the total transmit
power
T
k


X
des
T
k
s


	

of the CDMA signals used to serve MS 
k
is given

Similarly with the term T
k
s

of 	
 dening the required transmit power associated
with CDMA code c
k
s

of 	
 used to generate CDMA signal k
s
to serve a certain MS

k
when utilizing adaptive transmit antennas the total transmit power
T
k

X
des
T
k
s

	

of the CDMA signals used to serve MS 
k
can be formed
 Therefore the ratio
T
k
T
k


P
des
T
k
s

P
des
T
k
s


	

is introduced

The ratio T
k
T
k

of 	
 versus K
a
for   

and   

when using the MC
algorithm is shown in Fig
 

 It is seen that
 the required transmit power dramatically decreases with increasing K
a
for both
cases of   

and   

 and
 the transmit power reduction eect becomes more and more explicit if  decreases
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
 

and 

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
 parameter 
 BER performance
The present section deals with investigating the system performance in terms of the
average coded BER
"
P
k
b
of 	
 at MS 
k


First
"
P
k
b
of 	
 is evaluated by the ecient simulation concept introduced in
Section 
 and compared with that obtained by the conventional computer simulation
method
 Simulations are performed for both cases of using adaptive transmit antennas
and a single omnidirectional antenna at the BS
 If a single omnidirectional antenna is
utilized at the BS conventional JD introduced in Section 

 is considered as the data
detection scheme
 On the contrary if adaptive transmit antennas are used at the BS
PJD case  introduced in Section 

 is taken into account
 In the simulations CDMA
code pooling    is considered
 This means that an isolated cell with one BS and two
MSs 

and 

is taken into account
 To each of the two MSs 

and 

eight CDMA
codes are assigned
 Without loss of the generality it is further assumed that CDMA codes
c

   c

are assigned to MS 

and CDMA codes c

   c

to MS 


 The two MSs


and 

are spaced in azimuth characterized by the angle 

 

and 

 


respectively see Fig
 

 The angular spread  pertaining to each MS is assumed to be
equal and is 

 see also Fig
 

 The SNR degradations 
k
s

 k
s
      of 	

the SNR degradation 

averaged over 
k
s

 k
s
      and the SNR degradation 
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of 	
 at MS 

for K
a
  for one snapshot of the modied GPP channel model
see Section 

 are shown in Tab
 

 It is seen that the estimated average SNR
degradation  of 	
 is much larger than the simulated 

for this snapshot
 This is
due to the fact that the SNR degradation  estimated by using 	
 is an expectation
of the SNR degradations obtained in dierent snapshots
 The dierence between 

and  of 	
 should become smaller if a large number of dierent snapshots are taken
into account in the simulations
 Fig
 
 shows
"
P

b
of 	
 obtained by applying the
conventional simulation method and that obtained by applying the ecient simulation
concept versus 

des
of 	
 at MS 


 The values of the SNR degradations utilized in
the simulation are 
k
s

of 	
 given in Tab
 

 From the gure it is seen that
"
P

b
of
	
 obtained by applying the ecient simulation concept is very close to that obtained
by applying the conventional simulation method
 For instance in order to achieve a given
"
P

b
 
	
at MS 

 the dierence of the required 

des
of 	
 for the two dierent
simulation methods is less than 
dB

The ecient simulation concept is also investigated for the case of utilizing adaptive
transmit antennas
 The simulation environment is as same as that used for K
a
  men
tioned above
 The considered algorithm for determining the antenna weight vectors w
k
s

of 	
 is the MC algorithm
 Again the SNR degradations 
k
s

 k
s
      of 	

the SNR degradation 

averaged over 
k
s

 k
s
      and the SNR degradation  of
	
 for one snapshot of the modied GPP channel model see Section 

 are shown
in Tabs
 
 and 
 for K
a
  and K
a
  respectively

Tab
 
 SNR degradations for one snapshot of the modied GPP channel model see
Section 

 K
a
  K   and K
s
 
k
s
       

k
s

dB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



dB 

dB 

Tab
 
 SNR degradations for one snapshot of the modied GPP channel model see
Section 

 K
a
  K   and K
s
 
k
s
       

k
s

dB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



dB 

dB 

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Tab
 
 SNR degradations for one snapshot of the modied GPP channel model see
Section 

 K
a
  K   and K
s
 
k
s
       

k
s

dB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



dB 

dB 

Comparing the SNR degradations shown in Tabs
 
 and 
 with those shown in
Tab
 
 the following conclusions are obtained
 The SNR degradation 

averaged over 
k
s

 k
s
      of 	
 when using
adaptive transmit antennas is smaller than that obtained when K
a
 
 This is due
to the fact that in the latter case conventional JD is utilized which results in higher
SNR degradation  of 	
 see Fig
 


 The SNR degradations 
k
s

 k
s
      of 	
 for K
a
  and K
a
  do
not attain the same value although in both cases PJD case  is considered and the
simulation environments are exactly identical
 The reason is that as mentioned in
Section 
 the total system matrix A
k
of 	
 k     K depends on the
choice of the antenna weight vectors w
k
s

 k
s
      of 	
 consequently the
SNR degradations 
k
s

 k
s
      of 	
 are also dependent of the antenna
weigh vectors w
k
s

of 	
 which are dierent for K
a
  and K
a
 

 The average SNR degradation 

are very close to the estimated SNR degradation
 of 	


"
P

b
of 	
 obtained by applying the conventional simulation method and by ap
plying the ecient simulation concept versus 

des
of 	
 at MS 

are shown in Figs


 and 
 for K
a
  and K
a
  respectively
 In order to achieve a target
"
P

b
 for
example 
	
 the dierence of the required 

des
of 	
 for the two dierent simula
tion methods is less than dB
 This means that the ecient simulation concept retains
the accuracy of the conventional simulation method
 The key advantage of applying the
ecient simulation concept is that the simulation time can be reduced by more than
' as compared with that of the conventional simulation concept
 This computational
reduction can be explained as follows
 As shown in Section 

 when using the conventional simulation method the
estimate total coded data vector
%
d can be obtained by 	

 In the simulations it
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b
of 	
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des
of 	
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 at MS 
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 K
a
 
K   and K
s
 
is assumed that the covariance matrix R
k
n
in 	
 is equal to 
k

I where 
k

is the variance of the real and imaginary parts of the elements of n
k
 see Tab
 


Therefore the computational complexity of the conventional simulation concept is
given as follows
 Matrix inverse complexity is O		K
k
s
N
	


 Multiplication operations are K
k
s
N	NQ W  	K
k
s
N   times

 If the ecient simulation concept is applied see Section 
 no matrix inverses
matrixvector and matrixmatrix multiplications are required

This observation associated with the simulation results shown in Figs
 
 and 

demonstrates that the ecient simulation concept keeps the accuracy of the conventional
simulation concept and simultaneously dramatically reduces the required simulation
time
 Therefore in what follows only the ecient simulation concept is taken into con
sideration to assess
"
P
k
b
of 	
 at MS 
k
for both cases of utilizing adaptive transmit
antennas and a single omnidirectional transmit antenna at the BS
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Now the data detection schemes conventional JD and PJD introduced in Section

 are investigated
 In the simulations CDMA code pooling   is considered and the
scattering point based directional channel model introduced in Section 

 is utilized

The angular separation between the two MSs 

and 

is   

 see Fig
 

 The
algorithm for determining the antenna weight vectors w
k
s

of 	
 is the MC algorithm
see Section 


 In Figs
 
 and 

"
P

b
of 	
 is depicted versus K
a
for 

des

dB and 

des
 dB respectively
 In the two gures the upper curves hold for
conventional JD and the lower curves for PJD
 The most important results concerning
the gures are the following
 If conventional JD is applied
"
P

b
of 	
 virtually does not decrease with increa
sing K
a

 The reason for this behaviour is that the conditioning of the total system
matrix A

of 	
 is not improved and consequently the SNR degradations

k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 do not become smaller as K
a
increases
 This eect
will be discussed more in detail in Section 


 When applying PJD the run of
the curves shows that
"
P

b
of 	
 is signicantly lower than that of conventional
JD
 This is especially true for larger values of K
a


 Moreover for K
a
  with increasing 

des
of 	

"
P

b
of 	
 obtained when
applying PJD becomes worse than that obtained when performing conventional JD

This is due to the fact that r

of 	
 is large for K
a
 
 As discussed in Section


 the critical input SNR 

crit
of 	
 decreases with increasing r

of 	


As a consequence the corresponding 

crit
of 	
 is smaller for K
a
 

Finally
"
P

b
of 	
 is investigated with dierent values of K
a
 K  and 
see Fig
 

 In the simulations K
s
  CDMA codes c
k
s

of 	
 and CDMA code
poolingK
K
s
K
are considered
 The MC algorithm is applied for determining the antenna
weight vectors w
k
s

of 	


"
P

b
of 	
 versus 

des
of 	
 for K
a
     and
K     are shown in Figs
 
 to 

 An overview of the simulation conditions is
given in Tab
 

 The important results concerning the gures are as follows

"
P

b
of 	
 decreases with increasing K
a
 if the other simulation conditions such
as   and K are kept unchanged
 This is due to the fact that r

of 	
 valid
for MS 

becomes smaller with increasing K
a
 and consequently the power of the
intracell interfering CDMA signals excluded from PJD see Section 
 decreases

This means that the benecial eect arising from the PJD outweighs the detrimental
eect see Section 


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Tab
 
 Overview of   and K considered in the simulations
  K
Fig
 
 




Fig
 
 




Fig
 
 




Fig
 
 




Fig
 
 

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

Fig
 
 




 For K
a
  if 

des
of 	
 exceeds a certain value
"
P

b
of 	
 does not decrease
with increasing 

des
and becomes worse than that obtained for K
a
 
 This is
because of the worse signal separation eect for K
a
  which results in a relative
lower 

crit
of 	
 at MS 

when performing PJD see Section 




"
P

b
of 	
 decreases with increasing  compare Fig
 
 and 

 For
instance in order to achieve
"
P

b
 
	
 the required 

des
of 	
 for K
a
 
when   

is approximately dB lower than that when   


 However
the reduction of the required 

des
of 	
 for K
a
  becomes less than dB
 Fig


 shows that
"
P

b
of 	
 for K
a
  and K
a
  are very close to each other


"
P

b
of 	
 increases with increasing  compare Fig
 
 and Fig
 
 as well as
Fig
 
 and Fig
 

 For instance in order to achieve
"
P

b
 
	
 the required


des
of 	
 forK
a
  and K   when   

is approximately 
dB lower than
that when   

 and approximately 
dB lower than that when   

and
K  
 This is because the signal separation eect becomes better with decreasing
 see Section 



 From Figs
 
 
 and 
 it can be seen that with equal K
a

"
P

b
of 	
 de
creases when K increases and the other simulation parameters are kept unchanged

For instance in order to achieve
"
P

b
 
	
 the required 

des
for K
a
  with
K   is approximately dB lower than that with K   which is approximately
dB lower than that with K  
 The reasons for that are explained as follows
 Although K increases the total number K
s
of CDMA codes does not change
and consequently the total number of the physical channels in each burst is
kept unchanged

 For K   to each MS eight CDMA codes are assigned whereas for K   to
each MS only two CDMA codes are assigned
 Therefore according to 	

when performing PJD at MS 

the SNR degradation 

for K   is lower
than that for K  

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 For K   eight CDMA signals which are utilized to serve MS 

located
with   

related to MS 

 cause intracell interference at MS 


 For
K   only four CDMA signals are utilized to serve two MSs with the same
  

related to MS 


 The other  CDMA signals used to serve the
other MSs result in lower intracell interference power at MS 

 because the
signal separation eect becomes better with increasing  of these MSs related
to MS 

 see Fig
 

 This means that despite of the increasing K the total
intracell interference power at MS 

does not increase
 On the contrary the
total additional intracell interference power decreases when performing PJD
at MS 


 Therefore with the smaller 

and the smaller additional intracell
interference power
"
P

b
of 	
 decreases with increasing K when performing
PJD
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Chapter 
Blind channel estimation
 Introduction
As shown in Chapter  if adaptive transmit antennas are applied at the BS it can be
achieved that the CDMA signals undesired at a MS 
k
arrive at this MS with a relatively
low power as compared to the powers of the CDMA signals desired at this MS
 Under
certain conditions this situation can be exploited to perform blind channel estimation at
the MSs based on subspace methods
 The application of such methods to blind channel
estimation is well known see for instance MDCM TP
 In this chapter subspace
based approaches to blind channel estimation will be adapted to the downlink of the
transmission scheme TDCDMA
 In the case of blind channel estimation the channel
information required for data detection is obtained mainly from the received data carrying
signals so that the transmission of long training signals in the form of midambles see Fig


 is no longer required
 In principle the transmission of a single training symbol would
be sucient which allows to tackle the phase and amplitude ambiguity of the channel
impulse responses obtained by blind channel estimation
 In conventional TDCDMA the
transmission of the midambles consume a signicant portion of the transmission resources

Therefore dispensing with the midambles would help to increase system capacity which
is especially attractive in the downlink
 The considerations in this chapter are conned
to the presentation of some basic ideas and of preliminary simulation results
 In order
to assess the potential of blind channel estimation in the TDCDMA downlink further
research would be required which would be beyond the scope of this thesis
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Fig
 
 Structure of the system matrix A
k
of 	
 of the partial system matrix
A
kk
s

of 	
 and of the partial system submatrix A
kk
s

s
of 	
 responsible for the
transmission of the desired CDMA signals k
s
    K
k
s
to MS 
k
 System submatrix 
 System submatrix
Fig
 
 once more shows the structure of the system matrix A
k
of 	
 and of the
partial system matrices A
kk
s

of 	
 responsible for the transmission of the desired
CDMA signal k
s
    K
k
s
to MS 
k

 As indicated by hatching in Fig
 
 within
the central part of the partial system matrix A
kk
s

a partial system submatrix A
kk
s

s
can be dened where the upper and lower boundaries of A
kk
s

s
within A
kk
s

have to be
chosen such that no fringing eects due to the head or tail of the burst fall into A
kk
s

s


Obviously there exist a number of possibilities to place A
kk
s

s
within A
kk
s

under these
conditions
 This number increases with the number of data symbols to be transmitted in
the burst
 With
I 
	


	QW  
Q
  for
QW  
Q
integer
int	
Q W  
Q
   for
QW  
Q
non integer
	

A
kk
s

s
has the dimension 	Q W   I
 The I columns of A
kk
s

s
are termed
#
b
kk
s

i

i      I that is
A
kk
s

s
 	
#
b
kk
s


  
#
b
kk
s

I
 	

The central column of A
kk
s

s
of 	
 is equal to b
kk
s

of 	
 and the other columns
are shifted and clipped versions of b
kk
s

of 	
 and therefore can be expressed by
b
kk
s


 To this purpose the two acyclic shift operators L
m
	
 and R
m
	
 are introduced

Let us consider the vector
v  	v

   v
V

T
	

of dimension V and the M M matrix
M  	m

  m
M
 	

Then
L
m
	v  	v
Vm
   v
V
    
 z 
m zeros

T
	

L
m
	M  	m
Mm
  m
M
    
 z 
m zeros

T
	

R
m
	V  	    
 z 
m zeros
v

   v
Vm

T
	

 Singular value decomposition 
R
m
	M  	    
 z 
m zeros
m

  m
Mm

T
 	

With L
m
	
 and R
m
	
 and the identity matrix I the matrix
S
m

	






L
m
	I for m  
I for m  
R
m
	I for m  
	

is introduced
 Then
#
b
kk
s

i
 S
Qi
I


b
kk
s

	

holds for the columns of A
kk
s

s
of 	


Let us assume that with K
k
s
 K
s
 only the CDMA signals k
s
 k
s
    K
k
s

arrive at MS 
k
with signicant powers
 The partial system submatrices A
kk
s

s
of 	

and 	
 of these K
k
s
CDMA signals can be stacked to form the system submatrix
A
k
s
 	A
k
s
  A
kK
k
s

s
 	

of dimension 	Q W    K
k
s
I
 If the K
k
s
I columns of A
k
s
of 	
 are linearly
independent then A
k
s
of 	
 has full rank that is
rank	A
k
s
 

K
k
s
I if K
k
s
I  QW  
QW   else
	

The following considerations are based on the assumptions that
K
k
s
I  Q W   	

holds and A
k
s
is of full rank K
k
s
I
 Then I in 	
 has the dimension 	Q W   
	QW  

 Singular value decomposition
In what follows the 	QW   	QW   covariance matrix
R
k
a
 A
k
s
A
k
T
s
	

 Blind determination of the channel impulse responses 
of A
k
s
of 	
 plays a role
 With the QW   eigenvalues 
k
s
 s     QW  
and the Q W   eigenvectors u
k
s
 s     Q W   of R
k
a
of 	
 the diagonal
matrix
$
k


B
B
B
B


k

    
 
k

   
























     
k
QW

C
C
C
C
A
	

and the matrix
U
k
 	u
k

  u
k
QW
 	

can be formed
 With these two matrices R
k
a
of 	
 can be expressed in the form
R
k
a
 U
k
$
k
U
k
T
 	

which is termed eigenvalue decomposition Ste Dep of R
k
a

 Under the above made
assumptions of K
k
s
I  Q W   and full rank K
k
s
I of A
k
s
 a number of Q W 
 K
k
s
I eigenvalues of R
k
a
of 	
 are zero
 The corresponding Q W    K
k
s
I
eigenvectors are termed u
ns
 s      	Q W    K
k
s
I and span a space to which
the columns
#
b
kk
s

i
 i      I k
s
    K
k
s
of the system submatrix A
k
s
of 	
 are
orthogonal
 The eigenvectors u
ns
 can be compiled to the matrix
U
k
n
 	u
n
  u
nQWK
k
s
I
 	

of dimension 	QW   	QW  K
k
s
I

 Blind determination of the channel impulse re
sponses
The composite channel impulse response b
kk
s

of 	
 can be expressed by the signal
specic channel impulse response h
kk
s

of 	
 and the CDMA code matrix C
k
s

of
	
 as follows
b
kk
s

 C
k
s

h
kk
s

 	

In what follows it is assumed that
h
kk
s

T
h
kk
s

  k
s
    K
s
 k     K 	

 Blind determination of the channel impulse responses 
holds
 Substituting b
kk
s

of 	
 into 	
 yields
#
b
kk
s

i
 S
Qi
I


C
k
s

h
kk
s

 i      I 	

for the ith column of the partial system submatrix A
kk
s

s
of 	

 Each of the I vectors
#
b
kk
s

i
of 	
 is orthogonal to all Q W    K
k
s
I columns u
ns
of the matrix U
k
n
of 	

 Due to this an estimate
%
h
kk
s

of the signal specic channel impulse response
h
kk
s

of 	
 can be obtained by performing with
#
b
kk
s

i
of 	
 and U
k
n
of 	

the minimization
%
h
kk
s

 arg min
h
kk
s

	
I
X
i
j
#
b
kk
s

T
i
U
k
n
j


 arg min
h
kk
s

	
I
X
i
#
b
kk
s

T
i
U
k
n
U
k
T
n
#
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kk
s


i

 arg min
h
kk
s

	
I
X
i
h
kk
s

T
C
k
s

T
S
T
Qi
I


U
k
n
U
k
T
n
S

Qi
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

C
k
s


h
kk
s



 arg min
h
kk
s

	h
kk
s

T
	
I
X
i
C
k
s

T
S
T
Qi
I


U
k
n
U
k
T
n
S

Qi
I


C
k
s


 z 
E
k
h
kk
s

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
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
The desired signal specic channel impulse response estimate
%
h
kk
s

is obtained as the
eigenvector of the matrix E
k
introduced in 	
 belonging to the smallest eigenvalue
of E
k

 This eigenvalue should be zero
 If a single omnidirectional transmit antenna is
utilized at the BS allK
k
s
signal specic channel impulse responses h
kk
s

of 	
 become
the same
 In this case for instance an average over all K
k
s
estimates
%
h
kk
s

can be taken
into account in further research

In the case K
k
s
equal to one instead of determining
%
h
k
 one can also determine an
estimate
%
b
k
of the composite channel impulse response b
k

 To this purpose 	
 is
substituted in 	
 without resorting to 	

 We then obtain
%
b
k
 arg min
b
k
	
I
X
i
b
k
T
S
T
Qi
I


U
k
n
U
k
T
n
S

Qi
I


b
k


 arg min
b
k
	b
k
T
	
I
X
i
S
T
Qi
I


U
k
n
U
k
T
n
S

Qi
I


 z 
E
k
b
k

 	

The estimate
%
b
k
of b
k
is the eigenvector of the matrix E
k
introduced in 	

belonging to the smallest eigenvalue of E
k


 Estimation of the covariance matrix of the system submatrix 
The estimates
%
h
kk
s

and
%
h
k
of 	
 and 	
 respectively are determined
only up to an arbitrary complex factor
 Therefore the utilization of these estimates in
the TDCDMA downlink requires the transmission of at least one training symbol per
CDMA code
 These training symbols allow the resolution of the phase and amplitude
ambiguities of the estimates
%
h
kk
s

of 	
 and
%
b
k
of 	
 respectively

 Estimation of the covariance matrix of the sys
tem submatrix
Blind channel estimation as described in the previous Sections 
 to 
 requires the
knowledge of the matrixU
k
n
of 	

 In this section it will be shown how this knowledge
can be approximately obtained by evaluating the signal e
k
of 	
 received at MS 
k


As explained in Section 
 a number of possibilities exist how to place A
kk
s

s
of
	
 within A
kk
s

of 	
 and consequently how to place A
k
s
of 	
 within A
k
of
	

 To each of these possibilities corresponds a subvector e
k
s
of dimension QW  
of the total received signal e
k
of 	
 see Fig
 

 With the corresponding subvectors
d
s
and n
k
s
of the total data vector d and the received intercell interference vector n
k
in
	
 respectively and with A
k
s
of 	
 e
k
s
can be expressed as
e
k
s
 A
k
s
d
s
 n
k
s
 	

By choosing dierent positions ofA
k
s
of 	
 withinA
k
of 	
 a set of subvectors e
k
s
can be obtained in each received burst
 Averaging over the covariance matrices e
k
s
e
k
T
s
of these subvectors yields the covariance matrix
R
k
e
 Efe
k
s
e
k
T
s
g  Ef	A
k
s
d
s
 n
k
s
	A
k
s
d
s
 n
k
s

T
g 	

Now the following assumptions are made concerning the covariance matrices of d
s
and
n
k
s

R
d
 Efd
s
d
T
s
g  I
K
k
s
IK
k
s
I
 	

R
k
n
 Efn
k
s
n
kT
s
g  

I
QWQW
 	

Furthermore it is assumed that d
s
and n
k
s
are uncorrelated and that the set of subvectors
e
k
s
available in the received burst is suciently large
 Then with R
k
a
of 	
 R
k
e
of
	
 can be expressed as
R
k
e
 R
k
a
 

I 	

	 Simulation results 
If R
k
e
of 	
 is subject to eigenvalue decomposition the smallest eigenvalues become

k

 and the corresponding eigenvectors constitute the matrix U
k
n
of 	

 Then
the estimation procedures of 	
 and 	
 respectively can be performed
 As the
problems likely to occur in practical applications the available number of subvectors e
k
per burst may be too small to obtain from 	
 a covariance matrix R
k
e
which complies
suciently well with 	
 and the channel impulse responses may change too much
within the burst so that the assumption of that there is no impact of time variance within
each burst would be no longer justied
 In the latter case also conventional nonblind
channel estimation would have problems

	 Simulation results
In Section 
 the results of simulations performed to assess the blind channel estimation
method developed in Sections 
 to 
 are presented
 The simulations are performed
for the multiuser scenario of Fig
 
 with   

and   


 The signal specic
channel impulse responses h
kk
s

of 	
 are snapshots of the modied GPP channel
model with W   see Section 


 The simulation results are presented in Figs
 

to 

 In Tab
 
 the simulation conditions are given in detail
 Dierent values for the
system parameters k k
s
 K
k
s
and K
a
are chosen and both the case of exactly known
and estimated matrix U
k
n
of 	
 is considered
 When estimating U
k
n
 see Section 

the number N of symbols per burst is set equal to 

Tab
 
 Overview of Figs
 
 to 
 presenting simulation results
Fig
 K K
s
K
k
s
K
a
U
k
n
of 	
 presented function

     exact b
k

     estimated b
k

     exact b
k

     estimated b
k

     exact h
k

     estimated h
k
From Figs
 
 to 
 the following conclusions can be drawn
 The estimation accuracy decreases with increasingK
s
and unchanged K
k
s
 compare
Figs
 
 and 

 This is due to the fact that the power of the additional intracell
interference i
e
 the power of the CDMA signals not being of interest to MS 
k

increases with increasing K
s


	 Simulation results 
 The estimation accuracy increases if the knowledge of the noise subspace in terms
of U
k
n
of 	
 is perfectly known compare Figs
 
 and 
 Figs
 
 and 

as well as Figs
 
 and 


 The estimation accuracy decreases with increasing K
k
s
 compare Figs
 
 a and

 a as well as Figs
 
 b and 
 b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Chapter 
Multichannel transmission in the
TDCDMA downlink
	 Introduction
In Section 
 CDMA code pooling is introduced as a method for supporting high user
data rates in the TDCDMA downlink
 According to this concept more than one burst
signal are assigned to certain MSs 
k
in each partial frequency band B and time slot see
Section 

 Each of the K
s
burst signals in the same partial frequency band B and time
slot utilizes a specic CDMA code and is characterized as a physical channel
 Therefore
CDMA code pooling leads to a multichannel transmission model which is treated in this
chapter
 In Section 
 this model is presented
 For this model the maximal total channel
capacity under the assumption of a constant average input SNR at the receiver of MS 
k

k     K is investigated in Section 

 Section 
 discusses the CDMAcodechannel
mismatch mentioned already in Section 
 and gives a mathematical analysis of the SNR
degradation
 Dierent methods for mitigating the impact of the CDMAcodechannel
mismatch are provided in Section 

 Finally an adaptive channel coding scheme is
described in Section 


	 Multichannel transmission model
In this section a simplied AWGN multichannel model including the signal transmi
ssion and data detection in the TDCDMA downlink will be derived
 In the following
derivations only one MS is considered to which K
s
CDMA codes are assigned
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 
 Signal transmission between the BS and MS 
k
in the TDCDMA downlink
A block diagram illustrating the signal transmission between the BS and MS 
k

k     K in the TDCDMA downlink is shown in Fig
 

 The BS transmitter
simultaneously generates the K
s
partial data vectors d
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	

 To
perform transmit power control each of these K
s
partial data vectors d
k
s

is weighted
by a corresponding gain g
k
s
 k
s
    K
s

 Then the weighted partial data vectors d
k
s


k
s
    K
s
 are spectrally spread by the CDMA codes c
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	

and transmitted over a mobile radio channel characterized by the signal specic channel
impulse responses h
kk
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	

 As discussed in Section 
 see 	

the signal specic channel impulse responses h
kk
s

depend on the antenna weight vectors
w
k
s

of 	
 if adaptive transmit antennas are used at the BS
 If a single omnidirectional
transmit antenna is utilized at the BS h
kk
s

 k
s
    K
s
 in the model of Fig
 
 is
equal for allK
s
channels
 This means that the weighted and spectrally spread partial data
vectors d
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 are transmitted to MS 
k
over a common mobile radio channel

At MS 
k
 the received signal e
k
 which is corrupted by the intercell interference vector
n
k
 see Tab
 
 is fed into the input of the joint detector
 As introduced in Section


 in order to perform JD at MS 
k
 the total system matrix A
k
of 	
 is required
see 	

 A
k
of 	
 considered in Section 
 contains the composite channel impulse
responses b
kk
s

 k
s
    K
s
 see 	
 	
 and 	

 However when performing
JD in the model of Fig
 
 not only the composite channel impulse responses b
kk
s


k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 but also the gains g
k
s
 k
s
    K
s
 should be considered to form
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 
 Simplied multichannel model equivalent to the model shown in Fig
 

the total system matrix A
k

 At the output of the joint detector the estimated partial
data vectors
%
d
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 are obtained
 With the gains g
k
s
 k
s
    K
s
 see Fig


 and the composite channel impulse responses b
kk
s

 k     K k
s
    K
s
 of
	
 the SNRs 
kk
s

of 	
 at the input of the joint detector become

kk
s


jb
kk
s

j

g

k
s
Q
k

 k     K k
s
    K
s
 	

Moreover with 
kk
s

of 	
 and with the SNR degradations 
kk
s

 k     K k
s

   K
s
 of 	
 the SNRs

kk
s

out


kk
s

Q

kk
s


jb
kk
s

j

g

k
s

k


kk
s

 k
s
    K
s
 	

	 Maximizing the total channel capacity with constant average input SNR 
at the output of the joint detector are obtained
 	
 and 	
 show that the SNRs 
kk
s

and 
kk
s

out
 respectively can be adjusted by setting the gains g
k
s


As mentioned in Section 

 the JD process is transparent for the partial data
vectors d
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 transmitted by the BS
 Following 	
 we have
%
d
k
s

 d
k
s

 n
kk
s

out
 k
s
    K
s
 	

where n
kk
s

out
depends on the matrix M
k
and the intercell interference vector n
k
in
	

 Now under the assumption that each transmitted symbol of the partial data
vectors d
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 has the magnitude one the variance

kk
s




k


kk
s

jb
kk
s

j

g

k
s
	

of the real and imaginary parts of the components of n
kk
s

out
in 	
 can be obtained
following 	
 and 	

 According to 	
 and 	
 a simplied multichannel model
which is equivalent to the signal transmission model shown in Fig
 
 can be developed

This model is shown in Fig
 
 see also Pap
 It is observed from Fig
 
 that each
of the K
s
channels can be treated as an AWGN channel
 Based on this observation the
concept for maximizing the total channel capacity of the multichannel transmission is
given in the next section

	 Maximizing the total channel capacity with con
stant average input SNR
 Concept
The input SNRs 
kk
s

of 	
 have the average

k


K
s
K
s
X
k
s


kk
s

 	

With 
kk
s

of 	
 and 
kk
s

out
of 	
 each of the K
s
channels in the structures of Figs


 and 
 has a channel capacity Fis
R
kk
s

 ld	  
kk
s

out
  ld	  
kk
s

Q

kk
s

 	

	 Maximizing the total channel capacity with constant average input SNR 
and the total channel capacity of all K
s
channels is
R
k

K
s
X
k
s

R
kk
s


K
s
X
k
s

ld	  
kk
s

Q

kk
s

  ld
K
s
Y
k
s

	  
kk
s

Q

kk
s

 	

The idea proposed in this section consists in keeping 
k
of 	
 at a xed value and
choosing the gains g
k
s
in 	
 in such a way that R
k
of 	
 is maximized
 It can be seen
from 	
 that maximizingR
k
is equivalent to maximizing the term
K
s
Q
k
s

	
kk
s

Q

kk
s


on the right side of 	

 According to Lagranges extreme value theorem BS with
Lagrange factor  and with 	
 and 	
 the Lagrange function
L 
K
s
Y
k
s

	  
kk
s

Q

kk
s

 	

K
s
K
s
X
k
s


kk
s

 
k
 	

can be formed
 By substituting zero in the partial derivation of 	
 with respect to

kk
s


L

kk
s


K
s
Y
k

s

k

s
k
s
	  
kk

s

Q
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kk

s




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s

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kk
s

Q
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

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K
s

K
s
Y
k

s

k

s
k
s
	  
kk

s

Q

kk

s


Q

kk
s



K
s
(
  	

holds
 The linear system of equations

k
 
k


k
 
k
Q


k	
 
k


k	
 
k
Q








kK
s

 
k


kK
s

 
k
Q
	

can be obtained by describing 	
 in detail
 The desired values 
kk
s

 k
s
    K
s

which maximize R
k
of 	
 at MS 
k
 can be found by solving the system of equations
given by 	
 and 	

 For instance for K
s
  we obtain

k
 
k


k
 
k
Q
 
k
 
k


k
 
k
Q
 	

In the case 
k
 

kk
s

 
k
	
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Tab
 
 SNR degradations 
k
s

 k
s
      of 	
 at MS 

sorted in ascending
order with respect to their values for one snapshot of the modied GPP channel model
see Section 


k
s
       

k
s

dB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

k
s
       

k
s

dB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

holds for all K
s
values 
kk
s


 The corresponding gains g
k
s
 k
s
    K
s
 can be obtained
by resolving 	
 and substituting the values 
kk
s


g
k
s

p
Q
k


kk
s

jb
kk
s

j
 k
s
    K
s
 	

 Results
As stated in Section 
 in the simulations presented in this section only one MS i
e

MS 

is considered and to this MS all K
s
  CDMA codes are assigned
 The dierent
properties of the utilized CDMA codes c
k
s

of 	
 result in dierent SNR degradations

k
s

of 	
 for each of the K
s
CDMA signals arriving at MS 


 For one snapshot
of the modied GPP channel model see Section 

 the SNR degradations 
k
s


k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 take the values shown in Tab
 
 where the subscripts k
s
are
chosen such that 
k
s

increases as k
s
increases
 The dierence between the smallest SNR
degradation 

and the largest SNR degradation 

amounts to approximately 
dB
in this case
 With the SNR degradations 
k
s

 k
s
      of 	
 shown in Tab
 

the input SNRs 
k
s

 k
s
      of 	
 maximizing the total channel capacity R
k
of 	
 can be obtained by solving the system of equations given by 	
 and 	
 as
explained above
 Fig
 
 shows the ratio 
k
s



in dB versus k
s

 The curves in Fig


 show that 
k
s

goes down as 
k
s

decreases
 However as already stated see 	

all K
s
values 
k
s

approach 

for 

 
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 Introduction
As shown in Tab
 
 each of theK
s
CDMA signals arriving at MS 

attains an individual
SNR degradation 
k
s

of 	

 This means even if the gains g
k
s
 k
s
    K
s
 in the
model of Fig
 
 are adjusted in order that the input SNRs 
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	

take the same value the output SNRs 
k
s

out
 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 at MS 

dier from
one CDMA signal to another CDMA signal
 The dierences of the SNR degradations

k
s

of 	
 and of the output SNRs 
k
s

out
of 	
 can be interpreted as a mismatch
between the CDMA codes c
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 and the signal specic channel
impulse responses h
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	

 As already stated in Section 
 this
mismatch is termed CDMAcodechannel mismatch Pap
 In this section the SNR
degradations 
k
i
 i     K
s
N  k     K of 	
 under consideration of both single
and multidirection channel models are studied

	 CDMAcodechannel mismatch 
 SNR degradation under consideration of singledirection
channel models
As stated in Section 
 the total system matrix A
k
 k     K of 	
 depends
on the choice of the antenna weight vectors w
k
s

of 	

 Consequently the covariance
matrix
A
k
T
A
k


B
B

A
k
T
A
k
   A
k
T
A
kK
s

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kK
s

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k
   A
kK
s

T
A
kK
s


C
C
A
	

and the corresponding SNR degradations 
k
i
 i     K
s
N  of 	
 also depend on
w
k
s


 In the following without loss of generality it is assumed that there are only two
MSs 

and 

 in an isolated cell
 MS 

is served by CDMA code c

and MS 

by CDMA code c


 The locations of the two MSs 

and 

are characterized by the
azimuth angles 

and 

 respectively related to RD as shown in Fig
 

 Since the
singledirection channel model is considered the antenna weight vectors w
k
s

 k
s
  
of 	
 are simply chosen as the complex conjugate of the steering vector a
k
 k     K
of 	

w
k
s

 a
k

 k
s
 k    	

Following 	
 we obtain
K
a
X
k
a

w

k
a
a

k
a

K
a
X
k
a

a


k
a
a

k
a
 r 	

and
K
a
X
k
a

w

k
a
a

k
a

K
a
X
k
a

a


k
a
a

k
a
 	

Let us assume that
a


k
a
a

k
a
  k
a
    K
a
 	

holds 	
 becomes
K
a
X
k
a

w

k
a
a

k
a
 K
a
 	

According to 	
 the total system matrix
A




#
H

#
C

#
H

#
C


	
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valid for MS 

when using a single omnidirectional transmit antenna at the BS is formed
with the subscript  on the left side of 	
 denoting the number K
a
of transmit antenna
elements
 Similarly the total system matrix
A

K
a

K
a
X
k
a


#
H

#
C

w

k
a
a

k
a
#
H

#
C

w

k
a
a

k
a

	

valid for MS 

when using adaptive transmit antennas withK
a
transmit antenna elements
at the BS is given
 Substituting 	
 and 	
 into 	
 yields
A

K
a


K
a
#
H

#
C

r
#
H

#
C


 	

According to 	
 in order to determine the SNR degradations 

i
 i     K
s
N  of
	
 valid for MS 

the covariance matrices A

T

A


and A

T
K
a
A

K
a
 as well as the
inverse matrices 	A

T

A




and 	A

T
K
a
A

K
a


must be calculated
 Following 	

and 	
 in the case of K
a
  the covariance matrix
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and in the case of using adaptive transmit antennas with K
a
transmit antenna elements
the covariance matrix
A

T
K
a
A

K
a



K
a
#
C

T
#
H
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r

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
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
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F

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F
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F

T

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can be formed
 The inverse matrices 	A

T

A




of the covariance matrix A

T

A


of 	
 and 	A

T
K
a
A

K
a


of the covariance matrixA

T
K
a
A

K
a
of 	
 can be obtained
by using the partitioned matrix inversion lemma Wha
 Let the matrices $


 !



)


and 


be the partitioned matrices of 	A

T

A




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of the covariance matrix A

T

A


of 	
 is given where
$

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
 F

F

	
F
T
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	

and


 F
	
 F
T
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F


F
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as explained in Wha
 Analogously let the matrices $

K
a
 !

K
a
 )

K
a
and 

K
a
be the
partitioned matrices of 	A

T
K
a
A

K
a


 the inverse matrix
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K
a
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

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a
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a
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of the covariance matrix A

T
K
a
A

K
a
of 	
 is obtained where
$
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F
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as shown in Wha
 According to 	
 the SNR degradations 

i
 i     K
s
N
valid for MS 

when using a single omnidirectional transmit antenna at the BS and


K
a
i
 i     K
s
N valid for MS 

when using adaptive transmit antennas with K
a
transmit antenna elements at the BS can be obtained from 	
 	
 	
 and
	
 respectively
 The results are
 The SNR degradation
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when using a single omnidirectional transmit antenna at the BS
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 The SNR degradation
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is valid for MS 

when using adaptive transmit antennas with K
a
transmit antenna
elements at the BS

Comparing 	
 with 	
 we have


i
 

K
a
i
 i     K
s
N 	

	
 indicates that the SNR degradation 
k
i
 k     K i     K
s
N of 	
 is
independent of the number K
a
of transmit antenna elements if singledirection channel
models are taken into consideration for the data transmission between the BS and the
MSs

 SNR degradation under consideration of multidirection
channel models
In Section 

 it is shown that the SNR degradations 
k
i
 i     K
s
N  of 	
 are
independent ofK
a
for singledirection channel models
 Unfortunately no closed analytical
way is available to determine whether the SNR degradations 
k
i
 i     K
s
N  of 	

are also independent of K
a
for multidirection channel models
 In what follows the SNR
degradations 
kk
s

 k
s
      of 	
 are simulated with K
a
  and K
a
  for
one snapshot of the scattering point based channel model see Section 


 The SNR
degradations 
k
s

 k
s
      of 	
 are shown in Tab
 

 It can be seen that the
SNR degradations 
k
s

 k
s
      for K
a
  are not equal to those for K
a
 

In contrast to singledirection channel models in multidirection channel models the
SNR degradations 
kk
s

of 	
 generally depend on the number K
a
of transmit antenna
elements
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	 Concepts for overcoming the CDMAcodechannel
mismatch
 CDMA code interleaving
As stated in Section 
 in order to mitigate the impact of the CDMAcodechannel
mismatch on the system performance CDMA code interleaving is considered which is
treated in this section
 In addition two dierent power control rationales for improving
the system performance in the presence of CDMAcodechannel mismatch are studied in
Section 



In order to clarify the CDMA code interleaving concept in connection with CDMA
code pooling let us start with the consideration of CDMA code pooling without CDMA
code interleaving
 Suppose that the total data vector d containing K
s
partial data vectors
d
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 see Tab
 
 will be transmitted from the BS to MS 


 If CDMA
code interleaving is not considered each of the K
s
partial data vectors d
k
s

of dimension
N is row wise read into a register at the transmitter as shown in Fig
 

 The register in
Fig
 
 has K
s
rows and N columns
 Each of the K
s
rows contains a partial data vector
d
k
s

 k
s
    K
s

 The coded data symbols d
k
s

n
 n     N  k
s
    K
s
 in each of
the K
s
rows of the register will be spectrally spread by a corresponding CDMA code c
k
s


k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 and transmitted to MS 


 At MS 

 JD is performed with the
received data vector e

of 	
 see Fig
 

 Each of the K
s
estimated partial data
vectors
%
d
k
s

of 	
 is decoded by an individual FEC decoder
 Therefore K
s
coded
BERs P
k
s

b
 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 are obtained
 Finally we have the coded BER
"
P

b
of 	
 averaged over all K
s
CDMA signals at MS 

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 Block diagram of the receiver when utilizing CDMA code pooling without CDMA
code interleaving
On the contrary in the case of utilizing CDMA code interleaving in connection with
CDMA code pooling each of the K
s
partial data vectors d
k
s

is column wise read into
the register at the transmitter see Fig
 

 The coded data symbols in each of the K
s
rows will be spectrally spread by a corresponding CDMA code c
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	

and transmitted to MS 


 After performing JD and CDMA code deinterleaving at MS


 the total estimated data vector
%
d will be decoded by only one FEC decoder as shown
in Fig
 

 The coded BER
"
P

b
of 	
 averaged over all K
s
CDMA signals at MS 

for CDMA code pooling with and without CDMA code interleaving will be compared in
Section 


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 Power control rationales
Utilizing CDMA code interleaving in connection with CDMA code pooling to mitigate the
impact of the CDMAcodechannel mismatch on the system performance is introduced
in Section 


 To the same purpose two power control rationales are discussed in this
section

For a given average input SNR 
k
of 	
 at MS 
k
 two dierent power control
rationales can be followed by choosing the gains g
k
s
 k
s
    K
s
 see Fig
 
 corres
pondingly

 The input SNRs 
kk
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 are made equal for all K
s
CDMA
signals that is

kk
s

 
k
 k
s
    K
s
 	
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
 The output SNRs 
kk
s

out
 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 are made equal for all K
s
CDMA
signals that is

kk
s

out
 
k
out
 k
s
    K
s
 	

In the case of power control rationale  following 	
 	
 and 	
 the gains become
g
k
s


k
jb
kk
s

j
p
Q
k
 k
s
    K
s
 	

In the case of power control rationale  following 	
 	
 and 	
 the gains become
g
k
s


k
jb
kk
s

j
q

kk
s


k
out
 k
s
    K
s
 	

According to 	
 	
 and 	
 the knowledge of the variance 
k

of the real and
imaginary parts of the intercell interference characterized by n
k
 see Tab
 
 at MS 
k
and the composite channel impulse responses b
kk
s

 k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 are necessary
for determining the gains g
k
s
for both power control rationales
 Moreover power control
rationale  additionally needs the knowledge of the SNR degradations 
kk
s

 k
s
    K
s

of 	

 Therefore the implementation complexity of power control rationale  is higher
than that of power control rationale 

 Simulation results
The average coded BERs
"
P

b
of 	
 versus the average input SNR 

of 	
 at MS

k
for the two power control rationales  and  and CDMA code interleaving are shown
in Figs
 
 to 

 In the simulations when a single omnidirectional transmit antenna
is utilized at the BS only one MS i
e
 MS 

is considered
 To this MS K
s
  CDMA
codes are assigned
 For the case of using adaptive transmit antennas at the BS two MSs


and 

are considered
 To each of the two MSs 

and 

eight CDMA codes are
assigned
 Both the modied GPP channel model see Section 

 and the scattering
point based directional channel model see 

 are considered

According to the curves shown in Figs
 
 to 
 the average coded BER
"
P

b
of
	
 for the case of CDMA code interleaving is better than that obtained when using
power control rationale  whose performance is better than that obtained when using
power control rationale 
 To get a given
"
P

b
of 	
 the reduction of the required 

of 	
 allowed by CDMA code interleaving instead of using power control rationale 
is getting smaller when adaptive transmit antennas are used
 This is because that the
available number of the CDMA codes for performing CDMA code interleaving in the case
of using adaptive transmit antennas becomes smaller
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		 Adaptive channel coding
 Introduction
Adaptive channel coding schemes are of interest for improving the performance of data
transmission over mobile radio channels with time variant SNR due to fading and time
variant interference
 As already stated in Section 
 in the case of FEC coded transmi
ssion the information data rate can be adapted by properly choosing the modulation
scheme andor the FEC channel coding rate
 In this thesis it is assumed that the
modulation scheme is always QPSK and the FEC channel coding rate R
c
is varying

The aim of the adaptive channel coding scheme discussed in this section is not to de
scribe a channel coding with variable coding rate R
c
 as for example punctured convo
lutional coding
 For contributions to channel coding with variable coding rate R
c
see
CCG YKH Yas Hag
 In this section we assume that a set of channel codes
with dierent coding rates R
c
is already available
 The question to be answered is which
coding rate R
c
should be chosen according to the channel quality in terms of 
kk
s

out

k     K k
s
    K
s
 of 	
 in order to achieve the required P
kk
s

b
of 	
 or the
lowest possible
"
P
k
b
of 	

 In what follows the required P
kk
s

b
is termed P
bdes

 Section


 focuses on the channel coding rate adaptation for singlechannel transmission mod
els to achieve the required P
bdes

 The channel coding rate adaptation for multichannel
transmission models proposed in Section 
 is discussed in Section 

 to achieve the
lowest possible
"
P
k
b
of 	


 Channel coding rate adaptation for singlechannel
transmission
Suppose that convolutional encoders with dierent coding rates R
c
equal to   
 and  are available in the adaptive channel coding scheme
 These ve coding rates
constitute the set
R
c
 fR
c
R
c
R
c	
R
c

R
c
g  f    g  	

According to Pro the corresponding free distances d
f
are      respectively

These ves free distances constitute the set
D
f
 fd
f
d
f
d
f	
d
f

d
f
g  f    g  	

		 Adaptive channel coding 
Tab
 
 
i
 i       in dB for voice and data transmission
P
bdes





	





voice transmission 
	

 
 
 
 

data transmission 


 
 
 
 

Let us assume that the channel qualities in terms of 
kk
s

out
 k     K k
s
    K
s

of 	
 are known at the BS
 Based on 
kk
s

out
 a channel coding rate R
kk
s

c
should be
selected from the elements R
ci
 i       of the set R
c
of 	
 in order to achieve
the desired coded BER P
bdes

 Following 	
 and 	
 with the given required coded
BER P
bdes
 for each pair 	R
ci
 d
fi
 i       of the sets R
c
of 	
 and D
f
of 	
 a
corresponding 
i
 i       can be determined by

i
 
log

M
d
fi
T
c
B
ln	P
bdes
 i       	

If the channel quality in terms of 
kk
s

out
is below 
i
of 	
 the required P
bdes
cannot be
satised by utilizing the corresponding channel coding with 	R
ci
 d
fi
 i      
 Suppose
that P
bdes
in 	
 for voice and data transmission is 
	
and 

 respectively
 Then
the required 
i
 i       of 	
 take the values shown in Tab
 

 Now following
Tab
 
 the channel coding rate
R
kk
s

c

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
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 

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 if 

 
kk
s

out
 
	

 if 
	
 
kk
s

out
 



 if 


 
kk
s

out
 


 if 
kk
s

out
	 

	

can be chosen depending on 
kk
s

out


 Channel coding rate adaptation for multichannel
transmission
The aim of the channel coding rate adaptation in the multichannel transmission case is
to achieve the lowest possible average coded BER
"
P
k
b
of 	
 under the assumption
that
R
k
c


K
s
K
s
X
k
s

R
kk
s

c
 k     K 	

		 Adaptive channel coding 
averaged over all K
s
channel coding rates R
kk
s

c
is kept unchanged
 The free distance
related to each of the K
s
channel coding rates R
kk
s

c
of the convolutional encoders is
termed d
kk
s

f

 In what follows the average channel coding rate R
k
c
of 	
 is assumed
to be 

For the sake of illustration a simple twochannel transmission scheme is considered

The channel quality of each channel is characterized by 
kk
s

out
 k
s
  
 Furthermore
let us assume that

k
out
	 
k
out
	

holds
 	
 means that the channel quality of channel  is equal or better than that
of channel 
 The channel quality dierence between channels  and channel  can be
characterized by

out
 
k
out
 
k
out
 	

Since the average channel coding rate R
k
c
of 	
 is  with the available ve channel
coding rates introduced in Section 

 the possible combinations 	R
k
c
 R
k
c
 of the
channel coding rates valid for these two transmission channels are 	  	 
or 	 
 Now the question is which of the three combinations should be chosen
according to the channel qualities 
kk
s

out
 k
s
   in order to achieve the lowest possible
"
P
k
b


As shown in Section 

 according to 	
 and 	
 the coded BER
"
P
k
b




X
k
s

exp	R
kk
s

c
d
kk
s

f

	
E
b
N


kk
s

 



X
k
s

exp	
d
kk
s

f

	
T
c
B
log

M

kk
s

out
 	

averaged over the two transmission channels  and  is obtained
 Following 	

and 	
 the combination 	R
k
c
 R
k
c
 of the channel coding rates valid for the two
transmission channels  and  can be determined to achieve the lowest possible
"
P
k
b
at
MS 
k
by simulation and is given by
	R
k
c
 R
k
c
 
	






	  if 
out
 dB
	  if dB  
out
 dB
	  if dB  
out
 dB
	

When more than K
s
equal to two transmission channels are taken into account in the
multichannel transmission scheme the channel coding rate adaptation can be imple
mented as follows
		 Adaptive channel coding 
 The channel qualities in terms of 
kk
s

out
are arranged in descending order with respect
to their values

 The simple twochannel transmission scheme introduced above can be formed by
the combination of the ith and the 	K
s
 i th transmission channels

 According to the dierences

out
 
ki
out
 
kK
s
i
out
 i     K
s
 	

of the channel qualities and with 	
 the combinations 	R
ki
c
 R
kK
s
i
c
 of the
channel coding rate valid for the ith and the 	K
s
 i th transmission channels
can be determined


Chapter 
Spectrum e	ciency

 Denition of spectrum eciency
In order to be able to determine how ecient a mobile radio system concept is with respect
to economical spectrum utilization and to be able to compare concepts a performance
measure termed spectrum eciency  is introduced in Lee Ste Bla Pap
  is
dened as a ratio of the total available information rate R
tot
in a single cell of the cellular
network to the total available system bandwidth B
sys

  is measured in bit	sHz and is
given by
 
R
tot
B
sys
 	

In what follows the determination of the spectrum eciency  of the TDCDMA downlink
considered in this thesis follows Ste Bla Pap

As shown in Fig
 
 the total available system bandwidth B
sys
is divided into N
par
partial frequency bands B see FDMAfeature in Fig
 

 With the cluster size r the
number of the available partial frequency band becomes N
par
r
 According to the TDMA
feature in Fig
 
 the frame duration T
fr
is divided into N
fr
time slots of duration T
bu


Suppose that there are K
s
burst signals in each partial frequency band B and each time
slot
 With R being the information rate the total transmission data rate
R
tot
 RK
s
N
fr
N
par
r
	

per cell is obtained
 Then with
N
par

B
sys
B
	


 Denition of spectrum eciency 
and
N
fr

T
fr
T
bu
	

the spectrum eciency  of 	
 takes the form
 
K
s
RT
fr
rBT
bu
 	

The spectrum eciency  of 	
 depends on K
s
and r when R T
fr
 T
bu
 and B are
xed
 r should be chosen as small as possible to make  large
 However the smaller r is
the more severe the impact of MAI becomes
 The minimal possible value of r is one
 By
increasing K
s
the value of  of 	
 can be made arbitrarily large
 However the larger K
s
is the larger the SNR degradation  of 	
 becomes when performing JD see Section


 This means that in order to maximize  of 	
 the values of K
s
and r should be
simultaneously taken into account

A quality of service 	QoS criterion to quantify the performance of mobile radio
systems is introduced in Bla Pap and is dened in what follows
 The QoS criterion
is fullled if
"
P
k
b
of 	
 valid for MS 
k
 k     K exceeds a given bound P
M
b
with a
probability not greater than a given value P
M
o

 It is obvious that the QoS is determined
by the values P
M
b
and P
M
o
 which are typical 
	
and  
 

for the speech system
respectively
 For each pair 	rK
s
 a CDF Prob	
"
P
k
b
 ! holds
 Therefore the outage
probability
P
k
o
 P
k
o
	!  Prob	
"
P
k
b
 !   Prob	
"
P
k
b
 ! 	

valid for MS 
k
 k     K can be dened
 The following decision rule is applied
Bla Pap
P
k
o
	P
M
b
  P
M
o
 QoS criterion not fullled
P
k
o
	P
M
b
  P
M
o
 QoS criterion fullled

	

The above described procedure to determine  of 	
 cannot be performed in closed
analytical form BBS Bla Pap
 Therefore computer simulations are required

In what follows the simulation method to determine  of 	
 is presented according to
Ste Bla Pap
 In step  the statistic of the interference in terms of the CDF of CI is investigated
on the system level see Chapter 

 Data transmission between BS and MSs in an isolated cell is simulated on the link
level in step  see Chapter 
 In link level simulations both the cochannel intercell
interference which is modeled as white Gaussian noise and the intracell interference
are taken into consideration
 In this step
"
P
k
b
of 	
 depending on 
k
des
of 	

at MS 
k
 k     K is determined see Chapter 
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
 parameter K
a
 From the CDF of CI obtained in step  and
"
P
k
b
of 	
 versus 
k
des
of 	

obtained in step  the spectrum eciency  of 	
 can be determined


 Simulation results
In this section the simulation results are presented in terms of the outage probability
 The
aim of the investigation is to demonstrate the potential of the use of adaptive transmit
antennas compared with the use of a single omnidirectional transmit antenna at the BS

The simulation results for the outage probability P

o
	! of 	
 valid for MS 

are
shown in Figs
 
 and 
 for the following simulation parameters
 modied GPP channel model
   

 see Fig
 
 and   

 see Fig
 

 K
s
  K   and   

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  

 parameters K
a
As a QoS criterion P
M
o
and P
M
b
are chosen to be  
 

and 
	
 respectively
 P
M
o
and P
M
b
are represented by straight lines in Figs
 

 and 

 The simulation results
for P

o
	! which fulll the QoS criterion do not simultaneously mean that the spectrum
eciency  of 	
 is maximized
 From the gures the following results are observed
 Figs
 
 and 
 show that the QoS cannot be fullled when using a single omni
directional transmit antenna at the BS

 Fig
 
 shows that the QoS can be fullled if adaptive transmit antennas with
K
a
  transmit antenna elements is utilized at the BS

 Fig
 
 shows that the QoS can not be fullled even if adaptive transmit antennas
with K
a
  transmit antenna elements is utilized at the BS

The results demonstrate the potential of using adaptive transmit antennas in the downlink
to improve the spectrum eciency  of 	

 Moreover it is seen that the smaller the
angular spread  is the higher the value of the spectrum eciency  of 	
 becomes
when adaptive transmit antennas with the same number K
a
of transmit antenna elements
are used


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Summary
 English
TD 	Time DivisionCDMA is one of the partial standards adopted by GPP 	
rd
Gene
ration Partnership Project for 
rd
Generation 	G mobile radio systems
 An important
issue when designing G mobile radio systems is the ecient use of the available frequency
spectrum that is the achievement of a spectrum eciency as high as possible
 It is well
known that the spectrum eciency can be enhanced by utilizing multielement antennas
instead of singleelement antennas at the base station 	BS
 Concerning the uplink of TD
CDMA the benets achievable by multielement BS antennas have been quantitatively
studied to a satisfactory extent
 However corresponding studies for the downlink are
still missing
 This thesis has the goal to make contributions to ll this lack of informa
tion
 For neartoreality directional mobile radio scenarios TDCDMA downlink utilizing
multielement antennas at the BS are investigated both on the system level and on the
link level
 The system level investigations show how the carriertointerference ratio can
be improved by applying such antennas
 As the result of the link level investigations
which rely on the detection scheme Joint Detection 	JD the improvement of the bit er
ror rate by utilizing multielement antennas at the BS can be quantied
 Concerning the
link level of TDCDMA a number of improvements are proposed which allow considerable
performance enhancement of TDCDMA downlink in connection with multielement BS
antennas
 These improvements include
 the concept of partial joint detection 	PJD in which at each mobile station 	MS
only a subset of the arriving CDMA signals including those being of interest to this
MS are jointly detected
 German 
 a blind channel estimation algorithm
 CDMA code pooling that is assigning more than one CDMA code to certain con
nections in order to oer these users higher data rates
 maximizing the Shannon transmission capacity by an interleaving concept termed
CDMA code interleaving and by advantageously selecting the assignment of CDMA
codes to mobile radio channels
 specic power control schemes which tackle the problem of dierent transmission
qualities of the CDMA codes

As a comprehensive illustration of the advantages achievable by multielement BS anten
nas in the TDCDMA downlink quantitative results concerning the spectrum eciency
for dierent numbers of antenna elements at the BS conclude the thesis

 German
TD 	Time DivisionCDMA ist einer der Teilstandards die von GPP 	rd Genera
tion Partnership Project fur Mobilfunksysteme der dritten Generation 	GSysteme
geschaen wurden
 Ein wichtiger Gesichtspunkt beim Entwurf von GSystemen ist die
moglichst eziente Benutzung der zugeteilten Frequenzbander d
h
 das Erzielen einer
moglichst hohen spektralen Ezienz
 Es ist bekannt da die spektrale Ezienz dadurch
gesteigert werden kann da man an den Basisstationen 	BS anstelle von Einelement
Antennen MehrelementAntennen verwendet
 Fur die TDCDMAAufwartsstrecke gibt
es inzwischen befriedigend viele Arbeiten aus denen der mit solchen Antennen erziel
bare Nutzen quantitativ hervorgeht
 Fur die TDCDMAAbwartsstrecke fehlen allerdings
noch entsprechende Untersuchungen
 Die vorliegende Arbeit hat das Ziel Beitrage zum
Schlieen dieser Kenntnislucke zu leisten
 TDCDMAAbwartsstrecken mit Mehrelement
Antennen an der BS werden sowohl auf System als auch auf Verbindungsebene un
tersucht
 Die Untersuchungen auf Systemebene zeigen in welchem Ma das Trager
zuInterferenzVerhaltnis durch solche Antennen verbessert werden kann
 Als Ergeb
nis der Untersuchungen auf Verbindungsebene die auf der Verwendung des Detek
tionsschemas Joint Detection 	JD basieren wird die mit MultielementAntennen an
der BS erzielbare Verringerung der Bitfehlerrate quantitativ beschrieben
 Fur die
Verbindungsebene wird eine Reihe von Verbesserungen vorgeschlagen die zu erheblichen
PerformanzVerbesserungen der TDCDMAAbwartsstrecke in Verbindung mit Multi
ElementAntennen an der BS fuhren
 Diese Verbesserungen umfassen
 German 
 Das Konzept Partial Joint Detection 	PJD bei dem an jeder Mobilstation
	MS zum Verringern der JDtypischen Rauscherhohung nur eine Untermenge der
ankommenden CDMASignale inklusive der an der betreenden MS interessierenden
Signale gemeinsam detektiert wird

 Einen Algorithmus zur blinden Kanalschatzung auf der Grundlage eines Unter
raumverfahrens

 CDMACodePooling d
h
 Zuweisung von mehr als einem einzigen CDMACode zu
gewissen MSen mit dem Ziel diesen MSen eine hohere Datenrate zu ermoglichen

 Maximieren der Shannonschen Kanalkapazitat durch eine auf die Zuweisung der
CDMACodes an die zu ubertragenden Datensymbole angewandtes Interleaving
konzept und durch gunstige Zuweisung der CDMACodes an die entsprechenden
Mobilfunkkanale

 Spezielle Verfahren der senderseitigen Leistungsregelung die das Problem der un
terschiedlichen CDMACodespezischen

Ubertragungsqualitaten mildern

Als eine gesamtheitliche Veranschaulichung der mit MultiElementAntennen an der
BS in der TDCDMAAbwartsstrecke erzielbaren Vorteile werden Werte der mit unter
schiedlichen Anzahlen von Antennenelementen erzielbaren spektralen Ezienz prasen
tiert


Chapter A
List of frequently used acronyms and
symbols
A Acronyms
G 
nd
Generation
G 
rd
Generation
GPP G Partnership Project
AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise
ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode
BER Bit Error Rate
BS Base Station
CDF Cumulative Distribution Function
CDMA Code Division Multiple Access
COST European Cooperation in the Field of Scientic and Technical Research
CPC Centralized Power Control
DFT Discrete Fourier Transformation
DL Downlink
DOA Direction of Arrival
DOD Direction of Departure
DS Direct Sequence
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute
FDD Frequency Division Duplex
FDMA Frequency Division Multiple Access
FEC Forward Error Correction
A Acronyms 
GPRS General Packet Radio Service
GSM Global System for Mobile Communications
HIC Hybrid Interference Cancellation
IC Interference Cancellation
IMT International Mobile Telecommunications 
ISI Intersymbol Interference
ITU International Telecommunications Union
JD Joint Detection
LOS Line of Sight
MAI Multiple Access Interference
ML Maximum Likelihood
MLSE Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation
MMSE Minimum Mean Square Error detector
MS Mobile Station
MUD Multiuser Detection
pdf probability density function
PIC Parallel Interference Cancellation
QoS Quality of Service
PJD Partial Joint Detection
RD Reference Direction
RL Reference Line
RP Reference Point
SA Scattering Area
SDMA Space Division Multiple Access
SIC Successive Interference Cancellation
SNR SignaltoNoise Ratio
SNIR SignaltoNoiseplusInterference Ratio
SUD Singleuser Detection
SVD Singular Value Decomposition
TDD Time Division Duplex
TDMA Time Division Multiple Access
UL Uplink
ULA Uinform Linear Array
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
URA Uinform Rectangular Array
UTRA UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access
UTRAN UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network
WCDMA Wideband Code Division Multiple Access
ZFBLE Zero Forcing Block Linear Equalizer
A Symbols 
A Symbols
 attenuation coecient

kk
s

coecient assigned to CDMA code c
k
s

being the basis for CDMA signal
k
s
undesired at MS 
k
 k     K k
s
    K
s
a
m
amplitude of the signal transmitted by BS 
zm
to serve MS 
m
 m 
    jM j
a
mk
a
amplitude of the weighted signal transmitted by BS 
zm
from the k
a
th
transmit antenna element to MS 
m
 m      jM j k
a
    K
a
a
k
a

azimuthal angle of the k
a
th transmit antenna element related to RP
k
a
    K
a
a
k
s

q
element of a
k
s

 q     Q k
s
    K
s
a
k
s

vector presenting the real binary orthogonal codes of length Q k
s

   K
s
a
kk
d

steering vector valid for the k
d
th DOD from BS to MS 
k
 k     K
k
d
    K
d
A
k
total system matrix of the considered TDMA burst valid for MS 
k

k     K
A
kk
s

partial system matrix valid for CDMA signal k
s
 k
s
    K
s
 and MS

k
 k     K
A
k
s
system submatrix containing A
kk
s

s
used for blind channel estimation
k     K
A
kk
s

s
partial system submatrix used for blind channel estimation k     K
k
s
    K
s
 angular spread i
e
 the angular range around the LOS from the BS to
the MS

b
the bth base station considered on the system level b      jB j
B width of the partial frequency band
B
sys
width of the total available frequency band
b
kk
s

vector presenting the composite channel impulse response valid for
CDMA signal k
s
 k
s
    K
s
 and MS 
k
 k     K
%
b
kk
s

vector presenting the estimated composite channel impulse response
valid for CDMA signal k
s
 k
s
    K
s
 and MS 
k
 k     K
#
b
kk
s

i
vector presenting the shifted and clipped versions of b
kk
s

for blind
channel estimation i      I k
s
    K
s
 k     K
jB j number of BSs considered on the system level


bm
logarithmic shadowing factor of the propagation path from BS 
b
 b 
    jB j to MS 
m
 m      jM j
C carrier power
A Symbols 
C
m
carrier power of the signal transmitted by BS 
zm
to serve MS 
m

m      jM j
c
k
s

vector with the user specic CDMA code k
s
    K
s
C
k
s

matrix containing c
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
#
C
k
s

matrix containing c
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
C set containing all available CDMA codes c
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
C
k
set containing CDMA codes c
k
s

assigned to MS 
k
 k     K
C
k
set containing CDMA codes c
k
s

not assigned to MS 
k
 k     K
 approximated SNR degradation

k
i
SNR degradation valid for the ith element of d i     K
s
N  at MS

k
 k     K

kk
s

maximal SNR degradation valid for the CDMA signal k
s
related to the
CDMA code c
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 and received at MS 
k
 k     K
T
m
dierence between the adjacent transmit powers contained in vector t
T

m
modied dierence between the adjacent transmit powers contained in
vector t

#
T
m
compression unit
 angular separation in azimuth between two adjacent MSs
d distance between BS and MS
d
f
free distance of the convolutional encoder
d
kk
s

f
free distance of the convolutional encoder valid for CDMA signal k
s
used
to serve MS 
k
d total coded data vector obtained by stacking the K
s
coded data vectors
d
k
s

 k
s
    K
s



d estimated total coded data vector
d
k
s

partial coded data vector conveyed by means of CDMA code c
k
s

 k
s

   K
s
d
s
subvector used for blind channel estimation
D
f
set containing the free distances of the corresponding convolutional en
coders
 spectrum eciency
E
b
average received energy per transmitted bit
e
k
vector presenting the total received signal at MS 
k
 k     K
e
s
subvector used for blind channel estimation
f frequency
f
c
carrier frequency
f
kk
e

D
Doppler frequency of propagation path k
e
from the BS to MS 
k
 k 
   K k
e
    K
e

k
input SNR at MS 
k
averaged over 
kk
s

 k     K
A Symbols 

kk
s

input SNR valid for the CDMA signal k
s
associated with CDMA code
c
k
s

 k
s
    K
s
 and received at MS 
k
 k     K

k
crit
critical input SNR at MS 
k
 k     K

k
des
input SNR averaged over K
k
s
CDMA signals received at MS 
k
and
being of interest to MS 
k
 k     K

m
CI valid for MS 
m
 m      jM j

k
out
output SNR at MS 
k
averaged over 
kk
s

out
 k     K

kk
s

out
output SNR valid for CDMA signal k
s
 k
s
    K
s
 received at MS 
k
and being of interest to MS 
k
 k     K
g
bm
propagation gain for the propagation path from BS 
b
to MS 
m
 b 
    jB j m      jM j
g
k
s
gain related to CDMA signal k
s
for power control purpose k
s
    K
s
g
modzmm
modied propagation gain for the propagation path from BS 
zm
to
MS 
m
 m      jM j
g
modz mm
modied propagation gain for the propagation path from BS 
z m
to
MS 
m
 #m      jM j m      jM j
h
kk
e

d
	 t  nonbandlimited directional channel impulse response corresponding to
the k
e
th propagation path from the BS to MS 
k
 k     K k
e

   K
e
h
kk
s

vector presenting the signal specic channel impulse response between
the input port k
s
and the single output port of the network shown in
Fig
 
 k     K k
s
    K
s
%
h
kk
s

vector presenting the estimated signal specic channel impulse response
between the input port k
s
and the single output port of the network
shown in Fig
 
 k     K k
s
    K
s
h
kk
a

a
vector presenting the antenna element specic channel impulse response
between the input of the k
a
th transmit antenna element and the output
of the receive antenna at MS 
k
 k     K k
a
    K
a
h
kk
d

d
vector presenting the directional channel impulse response corresponding
to the k
d
th DOD from the BS to MS 
k
shown in Fig
 
 k     K
k
d
    K
d
H
k
a
antenna element specic channel impulse matrix related to MS 
k
 k 
   K
#
H
kk
s

channel impulse response matrix containing h
kk
s

 k     K k
s

   K
s
I interference power
I
m
cumulative interference power at MS 
m
 m      jM j
I
MM
M M identity matrix
A Symbols 
I
m
set containing all MSs 
m
 #m      jM j with 
z m
being an interfering
BS for MS 
m
 m      jM j
j imaginary unit
K number of MSs active in a time slot
"
K average number of MSs active per cell in a time slot
K
a
number of transmit antenna elements at the BS
K
d
number of DODs
K
e
number of scattering points considered to generate directional channel
models
K
s
total number of CDMA codes
K
k
s
number of CDMA codes assigned to MS 
k
when applying CDMA code
pooling k     K
#
K
k
s
number of CDMA signals included in the PJD process at MS 
k
 k 
   K
 wavelength
$ diagonal matrix containing the reciprocal values of 
l interelement distance of ULA of K
a
transmit antenna elements
l
a
number of propagation paths introduced in nondirectional GPP chan
nel model
l
k
a

distance between the k
a
th transmit antenna element to the RP k
a

   K
a
L
g
dimension of the guard interval of a time slot
L
m
dimension of the midamble section of a time slot
L
m
	
 acyclic left shift operator
 Lagrange factor

k
the kth MS used on the link level k     K

m
the mth MS used on the system level m      jM j
M size of the data symbol alphabet
jM j number of MSs considered on the system level
M
k
matrix determined by A
k
and R
k
n
 k     K
N number of symbols per data block in a time slot
N
k
normalized eective noise plus interference power at the receiver input
of MS 
k
 k     K
N
k

eective noise plus interference power at the receiver input of MS 
k

k     K
N

spectrum density of the additive white Gauschen distributed noise
N
fr
number of time slots per TDMA frame
N
k
in
noise plus interference power at the receiver input of MS 
k
 k     K
N
par
number of partial frequency bands
A Symbols 
n
k
vector presenting intercell interference plus thermal noise at MS 
k

k     K
n
kk
s

out
output intercell MAI vector valid for CDMA signal k
s
 k
s
    K
s
at
MS 
k
 k     K
n
k
out
output intercell MAI vector at MS 
k
 k     K
n
k
s
subvector used for blind channel estimation k     K
 angular domain
P
bdes
desired coded BER used to determine the channel coding rate
P
kk
s

b
coded BER valid for CDMA signal k
s
related to CDMA code c
k
s

 k
s

   K
s
 received at MS 
k
 k     K
"
P
k
b
coded BER averaged over all K
k
s
CDMA signals being of interest to
MS 
k
 k     K
P
k
o
outage probability valid for MS 
k
 k     K
P
M
b
upper bound for the coded BER
P
M
o
maximal allowable outage probability

zm mk
a
phase advance between the signal transmitted from the k
a
th transmit
antenna element and the signal transmitted from a ctitious transmit
antenna element at the RP at BS z	m to MS 
m
 m      jM j
Q dimension of CDMA code c
k
s

 k
s
    K
s

bm
geometrical length of the propagation path from BS 
b
to MS 
m
 b 
    jB j m      jM j
r cluster size
r
kk
e


distance between BS and the k
e
th scattering point k     K k
e

   K
e
r
kk
e


distance between MS 
k
and the k
e
th scattering point k     K
k
e
    K
e
r
k
ratio of the average energies of the composite channel impulse responses
related to the CDMA signals not being of and being of interest to MS

k
 k     K which is termed signal separation ratio
R
k
total channel capacity observed at MS 
k
 k     K
R
kk
s

energy of b
kk
s

observed at the receiver input at MS 
k
 k     K
R
k
s

channel capacity of the k
s
th channel k
s
    K
s
R
c
channel coding rate
R
k
c
channel coding rate averaged over R
kk
s

c
valid for MS 
k
 k     K
R
kk
s

c
channel coding rate of the convolutional encoder valid for CDMA signal
k
s
used to serve MS 
k
 k     K
R
zm m
power of the signal transmitted by BS 
zm
and received at MS 
m

m      jM j #m      jM j
R
tot
total available information rate per cell
A Symbols 
R
k
a
covariance matrix of A
k
s
 k     K
R
d
covariance matrix of d
R
k
e
covariance matrix of e
k
 k     K
R
k
n
covariance matrix of n
k
 k     K
R
c
set containing the channel coding rates of the corresponding convolu
tional encoders
R
m
	
 acyclic right shift operator

k

intercell interference plus thermal noise power which is assumed to be
equal for all elements of n
k
 k     K
 delay parameter
t time
t vector containing the transmit powers for all MSs 
m
 m      jM j
t

vector containing the constraint transmit powers for all MSs 
m
 m 
    jM j
T
k
s

power transmitted by the BS due to feeding CDMA signal k
s
related
to CDMA code c
k
s

into port k
s
of the network shown in Fig
 

k
s
    K
s
T
k
total transmit power of the CDMA signals used to serve MS 
k
 k 
   K
T
k

total transmit power of the CDMA signals used to serve MS 
k
 if a single
omnidirectional transmit antenna is utilized at the BS k     K
T
k
s


transmit power associated with CDMA code c
k
s

used to generate the
corresponding CDMA signal k
s
to serve a certain MS 
k
 if a single
omnidirectional transmit antenna is utilized at the BS k
s
    K
s
T
bu
duration of a time slot
T
c
chip duration
T
fr
duration of a TDMA frame
T
g
duration of the guard interval
T
m
power of the signal transmitted from the K
a
th transmit antenna ele
ment at BS 
zm
to serve MS 
m
 m      jM j
T
max
maximum bound of the transmit powers of t

T
min
minimum bound of the transmit powers of t

#
T
max
maximum bound of the transmit powers of t
#
T
min
minimum bound of the transmit powers of t
T
s
symbol duration
u
ns
the sth column of matrix U
k
n
U
k
n
matrix used for blind channel estimation k     K

k
azimuthal angle presenting the LOS between the BS and MS 
k
on the
link level k     K
A Symbols 

kk
e

e
azimuthal angle between the xaxis and the k
e
th propagation path at
BS k     K k
e
    K
e

kk
e

s
azimuthal angle between the xaxis and the k
e
th propagation path at
MS 
k
 k     K k
e
    K
e

k
v
azimuthal angle presenting move direction of MS 
k
 k     K

zm m
azimuthal angle presenting the LOS from BS 
zm
to MS 
m
on the
system level m      jM j #m      jM j
V matrix containing the modied propagation gains g
modzmm
of the
carrier
w
k
s

antenna weight vector associated with CDMA code c
k
s

used on the link
level k
s
    K
s
w
bm
antenna weight vector for MS 
m
served by BS 
b
used on the system
level b      jB j m      jM j
W length of signal specic channel impulse response h
kk
s

W matrix containing the modied propagation gains g
modz mm
of the in
terferers
	
bm
lognormal distributed random variable b      jB j m      jM j
y	k
s
 relation which uniquely assigns CDMA code c
k
s

to MS 
yk
s

 k
s

   K
s
z	m relation which uniquely assigns MS 
m
to BS 
zm
 m      jM j

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